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SOUTH PARIS,

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the Unite·! States for
lhe District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Id the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
EZKKIKL Β. H IN KS,
of Canton. Bankrupt. )
B. Htnes In the
Ezektel
of
creditors
To tbe
C unty of Oxford and district aforesaid:
Ν tlce I* be it t> y k'lven that on the Mb day of
Nov., A. D. 1901, the said Kzeklel Β Htnes
that the
<ι» duly adjudicated bankrupt, and
'-■•t meeting of his creditor· will be held at the
^•>urt House, In South Parts, on tbe SXh dav
Of Nov., A. D. 1901, at 10 o'clock In the
foreoooo, at which tloie the said creditors niav
sit- ad, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, ex
imine Ute bankrupt an<i transact such other
before sal<l
business as may properly come

j

meeting.
South

Correepon'icnce

on

than others.

I mean by this that there are different
grades of resistance to the action of degenerate bacteria, and that some milk
will keep sweet and pare longer than

practical *grtcaKiiT»l topla

la *ouclte>t
AihlreM all cuonukicAUoo· In
WAtletl (or ihU department to Hxser D
HtMMOMD, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
ocnu, Parla. He.

other kinds under the same conditions.
How is this to be accounted for? one
would naturally ask.
First, the healthfulness and vigor of
the cow in a great measure warrants the
healthfulness and purity of her milk, as
does also the character of the food she
eats.
Pure, healthy milk will not sour or
taint prematurely, unless under the most
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speed th> now."
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DO NOT EXCITE MILCH COWS.
When we talk about preserving the
quality of milk in hot weather, we must
remember that some milk keeps better

PROFITABLE HORSE RAISING.

Term» Moderate.

V>:?BEK

AMONG THE FAKMEBS.

PARK,

Licensed

Parle, Nov. 11.1801.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Keferee In Bankruptcy.
.10Τ11Έ.

In the District Court of the United State· for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
I η the it atter of
In Bankruptcy.
JKROME R. BICKEORD.of
>V»w, Bankrupt.
R.
Blckfonl, in the
To tbe creditors of James
County of oxford and district aforesaid:
on
the Mb day of
that
Notice Is hereby given
Nov., A. D. 1901, tbe sal·* James B. Blckfonl
*»« duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tlrst
MhiI his creditor» will be held at the Court
iluuse. In South Parts, on the £fth day of Nov..
A D. 1901, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
c slms, appoint a trustee, examine tbe bankrupt
&n·! transact such other business as may proper
ly < nine before said meetl"g.
South Parts, Nov. 11,1901.
UEO. A. WILSON,
Referee la Bankruptcy.
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There is a rapidly increasing demand
for three types of horse»—draught,
and carriage—and while fast
coach
horses are wanted, there seems to be no
adequate provision for meeting the demand by what may be called professional
There is an almost
fast stock breeders.
unrecognized movement that is taking
100,000 of the best horses annually
out of this country, and the farmers,
who are expected to furnish the supply
of market horses from the overplus
breeding of their farms, seem almost
oblivious to the fact that any thought or
With
attention is needed on their part.
far too many of them a horse is a horse,
A
and the breed is nothing.
great percentage of the far too few horses raised
on farms are unclassitiable, and so fall
into the "chunk" or "common" lists,
and sell for small prices.
There is a great dearth of good horses
all over the country, and the demand is
one that cannot be supplied at a moment's notice, and preparation must be
made for it beforehand. Farmers should
Dot attempt to breed the fast horses.
That is a business that should be left to
There are
the professional breeders.
too many blanks drawn in that lottery
for farmers to risk capital in, and a
"failure" fast horse is of little worth for
The farmer can safely
any purpose.
engage in raising carriage, coach and
draught horses. These are now sought
for in large sizes, and the 1,150 to 1,300
pound horse, if deficient in road or
coach requirements, still makes a valuable farm horse, or will serve in both
city and country as a "general purpose
horse," which the fast horse types can
If the farmer is to breed the
not do.
three types mentioned he needs to inform himself in regard to the market
demands.
What the farmer may consider good
points for him in a horse, a market that
now classifies horses may place entirely
differently. The draught horse to be
sold in the city must weigh at least
1,600 pounds, and much below that puts
the horse into the "chunk" list, at fully
$50 less value. This horse must be intelligent, have the signs of a pleasant
disposition, must have his neck on right
side up, must have good wind, a leg under
him, with good joints and pasterns only
slightly sloping. Ile must not "paddle"
in his walk, and must be well coupled at
back and hip.
To pass tirst-class he must have a
good foot, one that indicates fine, hard
bone, freedom from "shelling", and
A flat foot is
with a good frog to it.
not necessarily a poor one, but it must
be compact and show a hard, well constructed hoof, with tine grain and polish.
It is a recognized principle that the foot
is a pretty sure index of the staying quality of the horse and of his freedom from
lameness and the thousand and one
blemishes of the bones, for if the horse

One frequent cause of a rapid degenerative change in milk in hot weather—a
cause that is too often overlooked—is
the over-heating of cows prior to milk-

ing.

To rush cows into the stable from the
pasture, night or morning, is to excite
them sufficiently physically to heat their
milk to a feverish point, quickly undermining its quality.
So, in order to preserve milk in hot
weather, aeration, ice and cold water are
a mockery unless the cows are kept cool
and free from irritation.
For this reason 1 have no use for even
the most intelligent dogs to assist in
driving cows to and from the pasture.
The presence of such an animal is sure
to excite some nervous, sensitive cow,
and such are usually the best milkers,
and her lacteal yield, if alone affected,

In

fe%££3

type

duction a lesser consideration is

Τ

CHAPTER ΠΙ.
HE distance between Motcow and Irkutsk, about
to be traversed bj Michael Strogoff, was 5,200

Before the telegraph wire extended from
the Ural mountains to
the eastern frontier of 8iberla the dispatch service was performed by couriers, those who traveled the most rapidly taking eighteen days to get from
versta.

Moscow to Irkutsk.

Id the first place, however, be must
not travel as a courier of the czar usually would. No one most even suspect
what he really was. Spies swarm In a
rebellious country. Let him be recognised, and his mission would be in dan-

third

should

grades.

and

will

be

conveyances for bis personal
Neither was Michael Strogoff to
use.
forget tbat he was no longer a courier,
but a plain merchant, Nicholas Korpanoff, traveling from Moscow to Irkutsk,
nnd as such exposed to all the Impedi-

making manding

mistake.
The farmer does not need to burden
himself with debt to go into improved
stock. The first essential is a bull. The
first calves will be half-b'oods, the second generation will be quarter, and the

high-class

beginning can be little
priced animals are not
always practicable for the average farmIn pedigree stock there is
er stockman.
The cost of the
much.
High

or

of au ordinary journey.
To pass unknown more or less rapidly. but to pass somehow or other—such
were the directions he had received.
Thirty years previously the escort of
a traveler of rank consisted of not lees
than 200 mounted Cossacks, 200 foot
ments

always value, but no stockman will consult the ancestry of an animal and ignore
soldiers, 25 Basklr horsemen, 300 camthe vigor and general conformation of
els. 400 horses, 25 wagons, 2 portable
the breed.
All tills
The cost to care for purebred or high- boats and 2 pieces of cannon.
for the was requisite for a journey in Siberia.
than
is
no
stock
greater
grade
Michael Strogoff, however, had neimongrel, and the profit when brought to
the stockyards is invariably greater. No ther cannon uor horsemen nor foot solother proof need be given than a general dlei-s nor beasts of burden. He would
consultation of the daily live stock mar- travel In a carriage or on horseback
All intelligent breeders before
ket.
when he could, on foot when be could
buying an animal insist on knowing

pedigree, regardless of
The pedapparent qualities.

something

of hie

his many
igree is what the breeder understands as
a guarantee of the animal's ability to
reproduce what his formation represents.

not
There would be no difficulty In getting over the first 1,500 versts, the distance between Moscow and the Rus-

sian frontier. Railroads, post carriages,
steamboats, relays of horses, were at
every one's disposal and consequently
at the disposal of the courier of the

The great fault with many farmers is
that they insist on mixing their breeding. The stockman cannot make a suc- csar.
this crossing indiscrimcess that does
vu
AWV1U1U5V
inately. Sometimes it may become nec16th of July, having doffed bis uniform,
essary to change the breeding by introducing a new blood of another breed, with a knapsack on hie back, dressed
but it is never wise or necessary to use In the simple Russian costume, tightly
bulls of first one breed, then another, fitting tunic, the traditional belt of the
and mix crossing, with no definite object
moujik, wide trousers, gartered at the
in view.—Chicago Drovers' Journal.
knee·, and high boots, Michael Strogoff arrived at the station in time for
HOUriNG UP THE MILK.
He carried no arms,
This is a peculiar vice and one affected the first train.
under his belt was
by many cows. Indeed, there is scarcely openlj at least, but
the country that does con- hidden a revolver and In his pocket
a herd in
tain one or more cows that are not given one of those large knives with which a
to the habit of holding up their milk. Siberian hunter can so neatly disemSuch cows, as a rule, are possessed of bowel a bear without injuring its pre-

breeding

cious fur.
▲ crowd of travelers had collected at
the Moscow station. The stations on
the Russian railroads are much used as
places for meeting not only by those
who are about to proceed by the train,
but by friends who come to see them
off. It indeed resembles from the va-

riety of characters assembled a small
news exchange.
The train in which Michael took his

to set bim down at Nljnl
There terminated at that
time the iron road which, uniting Moscow and St Petersburg, will eventually
continue to the Russian frontier. It was
a Journey of about 400 versts, and the
train would accomplish It in ten hours.
Once arrived at Nijnl Novgorod, Stro-

place was
Novgorod.

goff would, according to circumstances,

either take the land route or the steamer on the Volga, so aa to reach the Ural

mountains as soon as possible.
Michael Strogoff ensconsed himself
In his corner like a worthy cltlsen
whose affairs go well with him and
who endeavors to kill time by sleep.
Nevertheless, as he was not alone In
his compartment, he slept with one eye
open and listened with both his ears.
In fact, the rumor of the rising of the
Klrghls hordes and of the Tartar invasion had transpired In some degree.
The occupants of the carriage, whom
chance had made his traveling compan-

ions, discussed the subject, though with
that caution which has become habit-

ual among Russians, who- know that
spies are ever on the watch for any
treasonable expressions which may be

uttered.
▲t the Wladlmlr station fresh trav;
elers entered the train. Among others, !
the
at
herself
a young girl presented
door of the carriage occupied by Mi-

fully
chael Strogoff.
over the flesh side.
;
Said an observant friend to me: "Two the paste thickly
▲ vacant place was found opposite
Fold together, roll up for a day, and the
came to-day for loans.
fellows
caar. The young girl
the
of
young
courier
the
the
of
more
it
rub over
paste.
Each had bought a small farm, anc I next day
a mod- I
this a third time. Àfter it dries took It after placing by her side
wanted $1,000 to add to his capital foi Repeat
whlot ;
leather
red
of
alum
and
and
salt
the
est
bag
off
traveling
One is a robust fel out scrape
the first payment.
It
the
skin.
her
Then,
oil
on
no
constitute
Use
to
it
soft.
luggage.
rub
seemed
;
■
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of any
The podorojna is simply a permission
Stro8ETTER STOCK FOR THE FARMER. to take post horses, but Michael
The farmer should exert every rea- goff was nut to use it unless be was
sonable effort to raise the standard of sure that by so doing he would not exquality in his breeding stock. The only cite suspicion as to his mission—that is
practicable way for the farmer to do is to to say, while he was on European terselect the herd that comes nearest his
ritory. The consequence was that In
needs or pleasure, and breed it or toward
Siberia, while traversing the insurgent
it
he would have no power
The great future of the West is live provinces,
either in the choice of
the
over
relays
The
cattle
Beef
stock.
predominate.
with beef pro- horses In preference to others or in defarmer who selects a
a

CZARB

By Jules Verne

man.

genuineness.—Lowell

of Maine
ν
D. W * LDO. of Rumford. 'n the Count
of Ovford, and State of Maine, tn said
Jind
the
on
that
district, respectfully represents
Isy of -lune, last past, he waaduly adjudged
tc
bankrupt under the Acts of Congre·· relating all
Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered
bis properly awl rights of property .and ha· full;
compiled with all the requirements of said Acta
•nd of the orders of Court teaching his bank-

8 OF THE

will leaven the product of the whole
with a
ger. Also, while supplying him
herd.
sum of money, which was suffilarge
Cows should always be handled and
cient for his journey and would facilidriven deliberately, and so none but exGeneral Klsperienced people who can always con- tate it in some measure,
trol their temper should be about them. soff hod not given him any document
Get up early enough in the morning so specifying that he was In the emperor's
that you will not have to hurry the cows service, which is the sesame par exin from the pasture, and quit field work cellence.
He contented himself with
early enough at night for the same rea- furnishing him with a podorojna.
son.
The podorojna was made out In the
When a farmer ceases to consider
but name of Nicholas Korpanoff, merchant,
as
chores,"
"doing
simply
dairying
It authorised Nichoto regard it as one of the most important living at Irkutsk.
If
interests he has on his place, then, and las Korpanoff to be accompanied.
then only, is he prepared to make his requisite, by one or more persons, and,
cow s pay.
moreover, it was by special notification
Never make dairying subservient to made available in the event of the Musa
of
other work unless you have no need
covite government forbidding natives
dairy income.—Massachusetts Ploughother countries to leave Russia.

has a shelly, spongy foot, easily broken
on that his
up, it can be safely counted
bony structure is like it—of a soft, open
texture—and subject on slight provocation to ringbone, spavin, curb and other
things, for which there are many
remedies, but which do not remove the
trouble.
l de tniog ior me larmer »uu wtob
horses is to breed to sires that are intelligent, not ugly and vicious, with good
quality, good feet and strong blood; not
grades or "promoted" frauds. Then,
with good mates, free from disease and
hereditary blemishes, the farmer may
expect, with some confidence, a horse
that will fill the bill; and if it has these
qualities it will enable him to secure its
true worth, for he can classify the horse
himself, and with it will come enhanced
All these rules apply to the carvalue.
riage and the coach horse. The latter is
only a larger edition of the carriage
In both we ask for a style and
horse.
action that are not needed in the draught
horses—intelligence, symmetry in makeis straight
up, strength, an action that
ahead, and a courage that keeps up the
four
pace even if the surrey contains
far from perpersons and the roads are

«Mt

M THE COURIER 8

adverse atmospheric conditions.

for carriage or coach
horses, there must be a quality and prepotency demanded in the sire that adIs he of strong
mits of no evasion.
spirit, has he stro lg prepotency, and is highly nervoue organization. They are
he pure bred or a grade, are the questo take a prejudice to certain
The "mixed up" quite apt
tions to be asked.
persons as milkers, or if spoken to
character of the colts often tells far too
harshly they can be easily thrown Into
plainly that the sire wasa "grade", even this unfortunate state of mind and body.
Let the farmer
a mix up" in blood."
The easiest and surest remedy for such
breed good horses from good parents, a habit that we have ever tried is to set
and while he will not always get the a
palatable mess of food before the cow
best he will attain to good results, and when we sit down to milk her.
STATE OP MA1XK.
Her
in
from those that may not class high
county or oxroRi». »s
mind is at once diverted from the act of
execua
on
left
Novem*>er
those
of
in
will
have
Taken this eighth day
the ratings he
milking, and she lets down the milk
tlun dated October twenty eight, V. D. 1! )l.
valuable lot of farm and town horses
l<M.ed on a judgment rendered bv the Supreme
naturally and freely. This one fact of
him
still
the
will
money—
at
which
good
bring
■Judlc'al Court, for tb« County of Oxford,
holding up the milk should teach every
term thereof begun and held on the second
far in excess of prices for common stock,
the importance of looking at
Tuesday of October, to wit: on the twenty.third and well worth the outlay of thought, dairyman
the cow, in all of her treatment, from
1901, In favor of Asa
■lav of October, A. D
Tribune
attention.—New-York
Ella
Roblnand
time
Koblnxon, 2nd, of Sumner, against
the mental or nervous standpoint. The
-onofitald Sumner for ilfty-three dollar· and Farmer.
nervous system is the great governing
forty-one cents debt or damage (#33-41), and
factor in all maternal functions, and a
nineteen dollars and ti»v Ave cents ($19 SB)
auction
COLLEGE.
at
FARMERS'
be
sold
THE
'■o-ts of suit, and will
public
coarse, brutish man who cannot see the
«n tbe premises In said Sumner, to the highest
The tendency to divert the state agri- force of this truth has no business to
1er, on the tweitth <*ay of December, A. O.
aima
from
agricultural
handle cows.—Hoard's Dairyman.
I9ul, at ten o'clock In the forenoon, tbe following cultural college
described real estate and all the right, title and and purposes cannot but be admitted.
REFORM AT HOME.
'.uteres» which the said Ε la Robinson has and
The
be regretted.
but
cannot
it
Also
had In and to the same on the sixth day of
One difficulty in the way of progress
a college is to eduof
such
In
the
after
first
o'clock
three
at
purpose
April, A. D. 1900.
Belle lettres with many dairymen is that they are
coon, the lime when tbe same was attached on cate farmers in farming.
some
the writ In the same suit, to wit : Certain lot· or
must be subordinate ever looking for better results by
science
and
military
tiarceis of land situated tn said Sumner, and
and patent process, some new breed or maall.
at
The
to
wit:
considered
Agriculture
if
as
follow*,
and
described
liuunded
They do not think that they
westerly half of lot numbered thirteen (IS) In cognate and allied sciences are the things chinery.
need to reform themselves. Such trifles
tbe itrst (1) range and llrst (1) dlvtdon of lota tn
to be taught, whether anything else gets
'al l Sumner. Also one other piece, beginning
as better food and perhaps more of the
attention or not.
at the non beast comer of lot numbered fifteen
concentrated food to give a better bal(15. tn the drst (1) range of lots In sal t Sumner,
In Massachusetts we have so far kept
water to drink inthence westerly on the lot line about one hunto the purposes for anced ration; pure
true
the
college
dred and twentv ;120) rod· till It strike'· land
the stead of the contents of stagnant pudZeoas St tson. Jr.; tue nee which it was established, though
owned
by
formerly
well-cleaned stables and pure air
southerly to the south Hoe of lot numbered teudency above referred to has shown dles;
and
fourteen (14) tn the llrst (1) range; thence east
In Connecticut i there for the cows; well-ventilated
occasional symptoms.
on the lot line about ooe hundred and twenty
dairy-rooms, with clean utenbeen a tussle between the cool
(li)j rods to the southeast o> mer of said lot, there has
attention.
of
are not thought worthy
thence north t> the bounds llrst named; con- scatter-gun policy and the stick-to-agri- sils,
or
It is more easy for them to pay money
uiolng one hundred and forty acre·, more
culture. In Kansas a similar fight is on,
les*. Mid Ella Robinson's Interest tn the above
cow of some other breed, and for
a
for
In New Hampshire there
dewrlbed real estate on the said sixth day of even now.
the some new churn separator, and then to
April, A. D. 1900, at three o'clock to the after have been covert endeavors to make
was
them as worthless
Boon, the time when the said attachment
college something else, but ί denouncethe results are not ashumbugs
<vle on the writ, tn the same suit was one-hall agricultural
good as,
there was because
Maine
In
failed.
have
they
part undivided and In common.
the dairyman who at·;
over the issue. those obtained by
a disturbance
Oxfonl records, vol. 34». page 4.
quite
tended to these trilling points, as well
A. ». WARREN, Deputy Sheriff.
None of our institutions of learning it
as bought better cows and good utensils.
more important to the state or to the ,
It —Exchange.
people than the agricultural college.
should be protected from every assault TANNING SHEEP SKINS WOOL ON.|
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Journal.
1
In the matter of
on its
Take equal
First scrape off the fat.
ΚRED D. WALDO. } In Bankruptcy.
)
Bankrupt.
parts alum and salt, add water and cook
CLIPPINGS.
to a paste.
T<> the Hum. Nathan Webb. Judge of the DisSpread the skin out careirlct Court of the United State· fer the District
to keep the wool clean, and rub
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The Oxford

cheeks by delicate mobile noetrlle. Tbe
lips were finely cot, bat It seemed as If
they had long since forgotten how to
smile.

tall and upThe young traveler
right, as well as could be judged of her
figure from the very simple and ample
pelisse that covered her. Although she
was still a very young girl In the literal
sense of tbe term, the development of
her high forehead and clearly cut features gave the Idea that she was the
was

a
possessor of a great moral energy,
point which did not escape Michael
StrogofT. Evidently this young girl had
already sutTerod in the past, and the
future doubtless did not present Itself
to her in glowing colors. But It was

the less certain that she had
known how to struggle and that she
had resolved to struggle still with the
trials of life. Her energy was evidently prompt and persistent and her calmness unalterable even under circumstances in which a mail would be likely
to give way or lose his self command.
Such was the Impression which she
produced at first sight. Michael StrogofT, being himself of an energetic temwas naturally struck by the
none

perament,

character of her physiognomy, and,
while taking care not to cause her anhe
noyance by a too persistent gaze,
observed his neighbor with no small Interest The costume of the young trav-

eler was both extremely simple and
appropriate. She was not rich—that
could easily be seen—but not the slightest mark of negligence was to be dis-

cerned In her dress. All her luggage
was contained In a leather bag under
lock and key, and which, for want of
room, she held on her lap.
She wore a long, dark pelisse, which
was gracefully adjusted at the neck by
Under this pelisse a short
a blue tie.
■klrt, also dark, fell over a robe which
reached to her ankles and of which the
lower edge was ornamented with some
simple embroidery. Half boots of worked leather and thickly soled, as If cho-

sen In the anticipation of a long journey, covered her small feet.
Michael Strogoff fancied that he recognized by certain details the fashion
of the costume of Livonia, and be
thought that his neighbor must be a

native of the Baltic provinces.
But whither was this young girl going alone at an age when the fostering
care of a father or the protection of a
brother is considered a matter of necessity? Had she now come after au

already long Journey

from the prov-

Was she
inces of western Russia?
merely going to Nijnl Novgorod, or was

the end of her travels beyond the eastWould
ern frontier of the empire?
some relation, some friend, await her
arrival by the train, or was It not
more probable, on the contrary, that

she would find herself as much Isolated
In the town as she was In this compartment, where no one, she must
think, appeared to care for her? It
was

probable.

many hours been hie traveling companion? Harlng nothing better to do, he
was thinking of her.
"Alone." be said to himself; "alone in
tbe midst of tbese wandering tribes!
And yet tbe present dangers are nothing to those she must undergo. Siberia! Irkutfck! I am about to dare all
risks for Kussla. for the czar, while
she is about to do so for whom? For
•.hat? She is authorized to crose the
frontier! And the country beyond is
In revolt! The eteppea beyond are full
of Tartar bands!"

Michael 8trogoff stopped for

an

In-

stant and reflected.
"Without doubt," thought he, "ehe
must bave determined on undertaking
her Journey before the invasion. Perhaps she is even now ignorant of what
is happening. But, no; that cannot be,
for the merchants discussed before her
the disturbances in Siberia, and she
did not seem even surprised. She did
not even ask for an explanation. She

must have known it then, and, though
knowing It, she is still resolute. Poor
girl! Her motive for the Journey must
be urgent indeed! But, though ehe may
be brave—and she certainly Is so—her
strength must fall her, and, to say
nothing of dangers and obstacles, she
will be unable to endure the fatigue of

such a journey. Never can she pass
Irkutsk !"
Indulging In such reflections, Michael
Strogoff wandered on as chance led
blm; but, being well acquainted with
the town, he knew that he could without difficulty retrace bis steps.
Ilaving strolled on for about an hour,
be seated himself on a bench against
the wall of a large wooden cottage
which stood, with others, on a vast
open space.
He had scarcely been there five minutes when a hand was laid heavily on
his shoulder.
"What are you doing here?" roughly
demanded a large and powerful man
who had approached unpercelved.
"I am resting," replied Michael Stro-

goff.

"Do you mean to stay all night on the
bench?" asked the man.
"Yes, If I feel Inclined to do so," answered Michael Strogoff In a tone somewhat too sharp for the simple merchant
he wished to personate.
"Come forward, then, that I may see

you,"

said the man.

"It Is not necessary," he replied, and

he calmly stepped back ten paces or so.
Tbe man seemed, as Michael observed blm well, to bave the look of a Bohemian, such as are met at fairs and

with whom contact, either physical or
moral, is unpleasant Then, as be lookdusk
ed more attentively through the
which was coming on, be perceived
the
near the cottage a large caravan,
usual traveling dwelling of tbe gypsies
who swarm In Russia wherever a few
copecks can be obtained.
As the gypsy took two or three steps
forward and was about to Interrogate
more closely the door
Michael

Strogoff

of the cottage was opened. He could
just see a woman, who advanced quickly and In a language which Michael
Strogoff knew to be a mixture of tbe
Mougol and Siberian she said: "AnothLet him alone and come to
er

spy!

supper. It Is waiting for you."
Michael Strogoff could not help smiling at tbe epithet bestowed on him,
splee as he did above all

dreading
things.

Michael Strogoff observed her with
Interest, but, himself reserved, he
sought uo opportunity of accosting her.
although eeveral hours must elapse before the arrival of the train at Nljni

filthOUCb blS
accent was very different, the Bohemian replied In words which signify:
Besides,
"You are right, Sangarre.

At last the train, at half past 8 In the
eveulng, arrived at the station of Nljnl

surprise.

Novgorod.

Novgorod.

Before any one could get

oui or

iae

carriages the Inspectors of police pre-

sented themselves at the doors and examined the passengers.
Michael Strogoff showed his podorojna made out In the name of Nicholas
Korpanoff. He had consequently no

difficulty.

As to the other travelers In the comall bound for Kljnl Novgorod, their appearance, happily for them,
was In nowise suspicious.
The young girl In her turn exhibited

partment.

not a passport, since passports are no
In Russia, but a permit
Indorsed with a private eeal and which
seemed to be of a special character.
read the permit with atThe

longer required
Inspector

tention. Then, having attentively examined the person whose description it
contained, he said:
"You are from Riga?"
"Yes," replied the young girl.
"You are going to Irkutsk?"

"Yes."
"By what route?"
"By Perm."
"Good!" replied the inspector.

"Take
have your permit vised at the
police station of Nljnl Novgorod." The
in token of
young girl bent her bead

care to

assent
■

Hearing the questions and replies,

Michael Strogoff experienced a mingled sentiment both of surprise and

n<it In

*hn

ααιτιο

HlillpOt.

tomorrow."
"Tomorrow!" repeated the

we start

woman

in

"Yes, Sangarre," replied the Bohemian, "tomorrow, and the Father himself sends us—where we are golug."
Thereupon the man and woman entered the cottage and carefully closed
the door.
"Good!" eald Michael Strogoff to him-

self. "If these gypsies do not wish to
be understood when they speak before
lanme, they had better use some other

guage."

From his Siberian origin and because
be had passed his childhood In the
been
steppes Michael Strogoff, It has
isaid, understood almost all the lanIn usage from Tartary to the

guages
Sea of Ice.

As to the exact signification of the words exchanged between
the gypsy and his companion he did
not trouble his head. For why should

It interest him?
An hour after Michael Strogoff was
soundly on one of those Rus-

sleeping

sian beds which always seem so hard
to strangers, and on the morrow, the
17th of July, he awoke at break of day.
He had still five hours to pass at
Nljnl Novgorod. It seemed to him an
the mornage. How was he to spend
had
ing unless in wandering, as be
done the evening before, through the
streets? By the time he had fluished
his breakfast, strapped up his bag, bad
his podorojna Inspected at the police
office, he would have nothing to do but
•tart But he was not a man to lie in bed
After the sun bad risen, so be rose,dress-

central square when the report spread
that the bead of police had been summoned by a courier to the palace of the
An important disgovernor general.
patch from Moscow, It was said, was
the cause of it
"The fair is to be closed," said one.

"The regiment of Nljni Novgorod has
received the route," declared another.
"They say that the Tartan menace
ronukr

"Here is the head of police!" was
ihouted on every side. A loud clapping
it bands was suddenly raised, which
subsided by degrees and finally was
The
iueceeded by absolute silence.
iead of police arrived in tbe middle of
the central square, and It was seen by
ill that he held In his hand a dispatch.
Then In a loud voice he read the folowlng announcements:
"By order of the governor of NlJnJ

Novgorod:

"All Russian subjects are forbidden
to quit the province upon any pretext
whatsoever.
"All strangers of Asiatic origin are
commanded to leave the province within twenty-four hours."
CHAPTER IV.

But all his endeavors were In vain,
and he at length almost despaired of
finding her again.
It was now 11 o'clock, and Michael,
though under any other circumstances
It would have been useless, thought of
presenting his podorojna at the office

of the head of police. The proclamation evidently did not concern him,

since the emergency had been foreseen
for him, but he wished to make sure
that uothlng would hinder his departure from the town.
Michael then returned to the other
side of the Volga, to the quarter In
which was the office of the head of police.
Every one was In a hurry, for the
means of transport would be much
sought after among this crowd of banished people, and those who did not set
about It soon ran a great risk of not

being able to leave the town In the

time, which would expose
them to some brutal treatment from
the governor's agents.
Owing to the strength of his elbows,
Michael Strogoff was able to cross the
court. But to get Into the otfice and
was a
up to the clerk's little window
Howmuch more difficult business.
ever, a word into an Inspector's ear and

prescribed

as the reading of the
a few Judiciously given rubles were
proclamation by the head powerful enough to gain him a passage.
of the police came to an
The man, after taking him into the

UST

end an Idea darted instinctively Into tbe mind

waiting room, went to call the proper

cidence," thought he, "between this
proclamation expelling all foreigners of
Asiatic origin and the words exchanged
last eveniug between those two gypsies of the Zlugnrl race! 'The Father
liim&elf sends us where we wish to go,'

Strogoff would not be long
in making everything right with the
police and being free in his movements.
V'hlle waiting he looked about him,
and what did he see? There, fallen
rather than seated on a bench, was a
girl, a prey to sileut despair, although
her face could scarcely be seen, the
alone being visible against the

of Michael
"What a

StrogofT.
singular coin-

that old man said. But 'the Father* is
the emperor. He is never called anything else among the people. IIow
:ould those gypsies have foreseen the
How
measure taken against them?

îould they have known It beforehand,
ind where do they wish to go? Those
ire

suspicious people,

and it seems to

that to them the government proclamation must l>e more useful than Inme

jurious."

But these reflections, though certainly correct, were completely dispelled by
mother, which drove every other
thought out of Michael's mind. He for;ot the Zingaris, their suspicious words,
the strange coincidence which resulted
from the proclamation. The remembrance of the young Livonian girl sudlenly rushed Into bis mind.
"Poor child!" he thought to himself.
"She cannot now cross the frontier."
In truth the young girl was from

Riga. She was Livonian, consequentleave
ly Russian, and now could not
Russian territory. The permit which
had been given her before the new
measures

had been

promulgated

was

All
longer available.
routes to Siberia had Just been pitilessthe
ly closed to her, and whatever was
motive which was taking her to Irkutsk, she was now forbidden to go

evidently

no

there.

This thought greatly occupied MiHe said to himself,
chael Strogoff.
raguely at first, that without neglectdue to his
ing anything of what was

Important mission It would perhaps

clerk.
Michael

aspect
"The fact is," said he

quite

a new

to himself,
"that 1 have much more need of her
than she can have of me. Her preso!7 susence will be useful in drawing
aloue
picion from me. A man traveling
tl· steppes nay he easily guessam»f
ed to be a courier to the czar. If. on

the contrary, this young girl accompanies nie, I shall appear in the eyes of
ab the Nicholas lvorpanoff of my podorojua. Therefore she must accompany
Therefore I must find her a.^aln
me.
It Is not probable rtiat
at any cost»
been
einee yesterday evening she has
able to get a carriage and leave Nijnl
Novgorod. I must look for her. And
may God guide me!"
square of Ni J ni
Michael left the

great
Novgorod, where the tumult

How would she reach It? What would
become of her?
The Inspection ended, the doors of
the carriages were opened, but before

threw It over his shoulder.
This done, be had no wish to return
to the City of Constantinople, and, intending to breakfast on the bank of the
Michael Strogoff could move toward Volga near the wharf, he settled his
ker the young Llvonian, who bad been bill and left the Inn. By the way of
first
the first to descend, had disappeared in j
precaution Michael Strogoff went
the crowd which thronged the plat-, to the otHce of the steam packet comthat the
forms of the railway station.
pany and there made sure
Nijnl Novgorod. Lower Novgorod, slt- Caucasus would start at the appointed
oated at the Junction of the Volga and hour. As he did so the thought for the
the Oka, Is the chief town In the dis- llrst time struck him that since the
to Perm
trict of the same name. It was hereyoung Llvonlan girl was going
that Michael Strogoff was obliged to' It was very possible that her Intention
leave the railway, which at the time was also to embark in the Caucasus, in
did not go beyond this town. Thue asj which case he should accompany her.
he advanced his traveling would beMichael Strogoff found himself in the
come first less speedy and then less
safe.

Jin Ancient Foe
To health and
as

ugly

as ever

happiness

since time

is Scrofula—

immemorial.

It causes bunches in the neck, dismucous
figures the skin, inflames the
membrane, wastes the muscles, weak-'
of
ens the bones, reduces the power
resistance to disease and the capacity
for recovery, and develops into con-

sumption.

"A bunch appeared on the left side of
my neck. It caused great pain, was lanced,
and becamc α running sore. I went into a
to try
general decline. I was jxrsuaded
Hood's Sarsaparllla, and when I bad taken
I have
and
was
healed,
neck
six bottles my
never had any trouble of the kind since."
Mis. Κ. T. Snyder, Troy, Oblo.

Hood's Sarsaparllla
and Pills

will rid you of it, radically and permanently, as they havo rid thousands.

Cossacks who were using them so brutally, all together made an Indescribable" uproar. The girl for whom he
searched could not be there. It was
The
now 9 o'clock in the mornlug.

Misteamboat did not start till 12.
chael Strogo» had therefore nearly
three hours to employ In searching for
her whom he wished to make his trav-

eling companion.

He crossed the Volga again and hunted through the quarters on the other
side, where the crowd was much less
considerable. He visited every road,
both In the high and low towns. He
entered the churches, the natural refwho sufuge for all who weep, for all
Nowhere did he meet with the
fer.

young LIvonlan.
"And y at," he repeated, "she could
not have left Nijnl Novgorod yet We'll
have another look."

Michael wandered about thus for two
hours. lie went on without stopping,
feeling no fatigue, but obeying the potent instinct which allowed him no
room for thought. All was In vain.
It then occurred to him that perhaps
the girl had not heard of the order,
thongh this was Improbable enough, for
such a thunderclap could not have
burst without being heard by all. Evidently Interested In knowing the smallest news from Siberia, how could she

bé ignorant of the measures taken by
the governor—measures which concerned her so directly? But If she was Ignorant of It she would come In an hour
to the quay, and there some merciless
a pasagent would brutally refuse her
see her besage. At any cost he must
forehand and do what he could to enable her to avoid such a

repulse.

go."
"Tomorrow, brother, you shall know
why I left the shores of the Baltic to
|go beyond the Ural mountains."
"I ask you nothing, sister."
"You shall know all," replied the girl,

ιehall

with a faint smile. "A sister should
1hide nothing from her brother. But I
<cannot today. Fatigue and sorrow have
Ibroken me down."
"Will you go and rest in your cabin?"
asked Michael.
"Yes—yes, and tomorrow"—
"Come, then"—
He hesitated to finish his sentence a·
If he had wished to end it by the name
,of his companion, of which he was still

ignorant

"Nadia," said she, holding out her
hand.

"Come, Nadia," answered Michael,
"and make what use you like of your
brother Nicholas Korj>anoff." And he
led the girl to the cabin engaged for
her off the saioonN.
Michael Strogoff returned ou deck,
and, eager for any news which might
bear on his journey, he mingled iu the
groups of passengers, though without
taking any part in the conversation.
Should he by any chance be questioned

and obliged to reply he would anuounee
himself as the merchant Nicholas Ivorpanoff, going back to the frontier In the
Caucasus, for he did not wish it to be

protile

Livoniaa.
Not knowing the
she had come to the

It was almost dark. Nearly all
the passengers were then asleep on the
deck, and 'he silence was disturbed
by the noise of the paddles strik-

wall.
Michael Strogoff could not be mistakHe instantly recognized the young
en.

suspected

her.

Between 11 and 2, the

moon

being

new,

governor's orders,
police olllce to get only
signed. They had refused to ing the water at regular intervale.
No doubt she was authorized Anxiety kept Michael Strogoff awake.

her pass
sign it.
to go to Irkutsk, but the order was perauemptory; it annulled all previous
thorizations, and the routes to Siberia
Michael, delighted
were closed to her.
at having found her again, approached
the girl.
She looked up for a moment, and her
face brightened on recognizing her travShe Instinctively
eling companion.
who
rose, and, like a drowning man
clutches at a spar, she was about to
At that moment the
ask his help.
agent touched Michael on the shoulder.
"The head of police will see you," he

said.
"Good!" returned Michael, and without saying a word to her for whom he
had been searching all day, without reassuring her by even a gesture which
might compromise either her or himself. he followed the man through the
crowd.
The young Llvonian, seeing the only
being to whom she could look for help
disappear, fell back again on her bench.
Three minutes had not

passed

before

Michael Strogoff reappeared, accompanied by the agent. In his hand he held

which threw open the
roads to Siberia for him. lie again approached the young Llvonian, and.
holding out his hand, "Sister," said he.
She understood. She rose as if some
sudden inspiration prevented her from
his

podorojna,

be possible for him to be of some use
to this brave g!rl. and this idea pleased
liim.
Knowing how serious were the
and
dangers which he, an energotic
rigorous man, would have personally hesitating a moment.
of
to encounter through a country
"Sister." repeated Michael Strogoff.
which, however, the roads were fa- "we are authorized to continue our
him
miliar, he could not conceal from
Journey to Irkutsk. Will you come?"
self how Infinitely greater they would
"I will follow you, brother," replied
girl. As the girl, putting her hand Into that of
prove to a youug, unprotected
i
she was going to Irkutsk, she would Michael Strogoff. and together they left
as
be obliged to follow the same road
the police station.
Michael Strogoff and the young Llbimself; she would have to pass
be
vonian had taken passage on board
through the bands of Invaders, as
was about to attempt doing himself,
the Caucasus. Their embarkation was
As Is
made without any difficulty.
[f, moreover, and according to all probability, she had at her disposal only known, the podorojna, drawn up in the
the resources necessary for a journey name of Nicholas Korpanoff, authorized
taken under ordiuary circumstances, this merchant to be accompanied on his
It
bow could she manage to accomplish
Journey to Siberia. They appeared,
under conditions which late events therefore, to be a brother and sister
exthe
would render not only perilous, but
traveling under the protection of
pensive?
police. Both, seated together
imperial
"Well," said be, "If she tiikes the at the stern, gazed at the recediug
foute to Term It Is nearly Impossible town so disturbed by the governor's
Then
order. Michael had as yet said uotht>ut that I shall fall In with her.
I will watch over her without her sus- lng to the girl. He had not even quesbe as
tioned her. He waited until she should
pecting It. and as she appears to
anxious as myself to reach Irkutsk she speak to him whenever that was necto leave
will cause me no delay."
essary. She had been anxious
But one thought leads to another. that town. In which but for the proviMichael Strogoff had till now reasoned dential Intervention of this unexpected
acremained imon the supposition of doing a kind
protector she would have
now
She said nothing, but her
tion, of rendering a service, but
another Idea flashed Into his brain, and
the question presented Itself under

Mvonian. Addressing lietself to Michaei
IStrogoff, said:
"Are you going to Irkutsk, brother?"
"Yes, sister." answered the young
"We are both going the same
ιmnn.
way. Consequent]}* wherever I go you

that a special permission authorized him to travel to Siberia.
The young Livonian did not come to
dinner. She was asleep in her cab u,
and Michael did not like to awaken

prisoned.

looks spoke her thanks.

on
The Caucasus had been steaming
for about two hours when the young

He walked up and down, but always
Once,
in the steru of the steamer.
however, he happened to pass the engine room. He then found himself In
the part reserved for C jond and third

class passengers.
lie stopped. Volcos appeared to come
from a group of passengers enveloped
in cloaks aud wraps, so that it was impossible to recognize them in the dark.
But It sometimes happened that when
the steamer's chimney sent forth a
plume of ruddy fiâmes among the volumes of smoke the sparks seemed to
fail among the group as though thousands of

spangles
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Scott's £mulsion of Cod Liver
Oil.

There are many causes of gettoo thin; they all come

ting

that strange tongue which lie hud heard
during the night at the fair.
Instinctively he Stopped to listen.
Protected by the shadow of the forecastle, ho could not be perceived himself. As to seeing the passengers who
lie
were talking, that was Impossible,
was obliged to confine himself to listen-

ing.

him at least—but
him to recognize the
voices of the man and woman whom he
had heard at Xijni Novgorod. This, of
course, made him redouble his attenIt was, Indeed, uot at all Imtion.
that the gypsies, a scrap of
no

they

Importance—to
allowed

possible

whose conversation he had overheard,
banished with all their fellows,
should be on board the Caucasus.
And It w.is well for him that he lisnow

tened, for lie distinctly heard this question and answer made in the Tartar
Idiom:
"It Is said that a courier has set out
from Moscow for Irkutsk."
"It Is so said, Saugarre, but either
this courier will arrive too late, or he
will not arrive at ail."
Michael StrogolT started involuntarily
at this reply which concerned him so
directly. lie tried to see If the man

and woman who had Just spoken were
really those whom he suspected, but
the shadow was too deep, and he could

«
not succeed.
In a few moments Michael StrogolT
hail regained the stern of the vessel
without having been perceived, and,
taking a seat by himself, he buried life
face in his hands. It might have been

that he was asleep.
lie was not asleep, however, and did
not even tliink of sleeping. lie was reflecting on this, not without a lively
apprehensi. u: "Who is it knows of my
departure and who can have any interest In knowing It?"

supposed
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Pnlnttnor.

the "Blenheim Madonna," painted
at
by Raphael in 1507 and now valued
It Is eight feet
no less than £70,000.
high and represents the Madonna and
Child seated on a throne, with a flgure
of St. John the Baptist on the left and
that of St. Nicholas of Barl on the
right. Its almost fabulous value le

due to the fact that It is one of the
best preserved of the artist's works In

existence.

Bald Through Fright.
The recent case of a boy who be·
diecame bald through fright has been
cussed by some people who do not believe it possible. But other cases liavo

occurred. Dr. Pozzl, a Paris physiclau,
who
once treated a fashionable woman
had been frightened by spending α
night in a lofiely country villa evading
the attacks of her husband, who had
lieen seized with violent hydrophobia.
she dropped paraand dùring the next few days
fell out.—Lonevery lialr of her head
don Standard.
rescue came,

Kakluio WreitllnK.
Next to gambling the Eskimo men
like to wrestle. The usual way of doing this is a test rather of strength
than skill. The wrestlers sit down on
the floor or In any convenient place
side by side and facing In opposite directions, say, with right elbows touching. Then they lock arms, and each
strives to straighten out the other's
a

arm.

Cuwarci,

"Oh, my!" she exclaimed Impatiently.

"We'll be sure to miss the tlrst act
We've been waiting a good many minutes for that mother of mine."
"Hours, I should say," he replied

rather tartly.
"Ours?" she cried Joyfully. "Oh,
George, this is so sudden!"—Philadelphia Press.
He Kaew.

She—How beautifully Miss Heavyweight dances! She doesn't teem to
touch the floor sometimes!
He (whose feet are still suffering

surprise you.
8CÛTT A BOWNE

Chemists,
409 Pearl Street,
New York.
60c. and $1.00; all

BE

The Duke of Marlborough Is believed
to be the possessor of the costliest
painting In the world, which was at
one time the property of the lirst Duke
of Marlborough. The picture Is known

under these two heads: overwork and under-digestion.
When
Stop over-work, if you can? lyzed.

Irour

suddenly

as

and all wrong, if too thin already.
for your habit, is

healthy;

had been

Michael was about to
Illuminated.
step up the ladder when a few words
reached his ear. distinctly uttered in

[TO

produced no
pity. What, this young girl alone Jour- ed himself and placed the letter with
great harm.
neying to that faroff Siberia and at a the imperial arms on It carefully at the by the carrying out of the prescribed
too thin,
time when to Its ordinary dangers were bottom of Its usual pocket within the measures had now reached Its height. a doctor;
banished
the
from
fastenadded all the perils of an Invaded counRecriminations
he
which
no matter what<ause, take
lining of his coat, over
and thin,
try and one in a state of Insurrection? ed his belt He then closed his bag and strangers, shouts from the agents

low, full of hard work, and he will not
Nljui .W go rod, the fixed population j
hired ί may then be colored any shade desired seating herself with downcast ctyee, she ]
of which is only from 80,000 to 35,0001
spend an unnecessary dollar isupon
for the floor,
mats
make
will
still
and
was
which
alert,
an
pretty
;
ruptcy.
The other fellow
prepared for a Journey
labor.
w he re fore he pray·. That he may be decreed
Inhabitants, contained at that time
but he has a pronounce* I carriage or baby's go-cart.—Exchange.
to last several hours.
by the Court to have a full discharge froas al thoughtful man,
the
ful
team
a
sat·'
debts provable against hi· estate under
and can never follow
Michael Strogoff could not help look more than 800,000—that Is to say,
FARM NOTE&
limp,
was Increased tenfold. This
bankrupt Acts. ex<-e(t such debts as are except time.
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attentively
ing
ed by law from such ills· harge.
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addition was In consequence of the celant banking upon
Dated this 9th day of November, A. D. 1901.
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Hi
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trlct, at 10 o'clock tn the forenoon ; and that no
The town, dreary enough at most
or seventeen years of age. Ha i
exsixteen
the
t<
and
tne
of
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
contrast
weeks
course,
The high price of beef, in
an< ι
times, then presented a truly animated
the
or
was
crat, a newspaper printed In said District,
j
ο
ambitious
parai
coet
that
so
boy
is
charming,
bead, truly
any
light
pense
the low price of milk, advanced
that all known c"editor·, and other person· li
It will pay Slavonic type slightly severe, and scene. Six different races of merchants,
summer.
Interest, may appear at the said tine aad plan feed and great amount of labor require* I can make it in one
and Asiatic, were fraternis*
to
farm
t»
on
the
who
sud show cause, If any they have, why th> ;
a
tendency
stays
have
every boy
which would when a few summers had j (European
in dairy fanning will
state
the congenial Influence of
pra-er of said petitioner should not be grsnted.
at
his
under
week*
farm
few
a
ing
least
at
:
New
England
spend
turn the attention of
And It Is further ordered by the Coart. Tha
passed over her unfold Into beautj trade.
the subject of cattl * agricultural oollege.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all kaowa cred
than mere prettlness. From be- I
ers once again to
rather
;
Iters copies of said petition aad this order, ad
Michael Strogoff strolled through the
With this kind of farming th
which she wow
dressed to them at their places of resVtsnrw a feeding.
On many farms in the milk selling neath a sort of kerchief
a» I
out for some Inn.
stated.
help problem ia greatly simplified Nei β sections the plan of farming la to buy ι on her head escaped in profusion light ι town quietly, looking
Witness the Honorable Νatha* Wub, Jadg work provided for the entire year.
He was looking for supper rather than
ol
can
a
brown,
were
make
with
it
J
and
Her
hair.
of
eyes
grain,
golden
the said Court, aad the seal thereof, at Port
is well adaptedI to raising οογπ bag
a bed, bat he found both at the sign
The soft and
bad. in said District, oa tha l«th day «t Nov j England
naudl s milk, making an endless chain.
expressive of much sweetnesi
and the alio provides a means to
AD. 1901.
for the
of the City of Constantinople.
obtained
ia
all
that
and
coeta
f
was
ο
straight
kind
grain
Af temper. The ηοφ
A. H. DAT18, Clerk.
[«-■ «.J
it economically for feeding any
His sapper flirtshxi, Mlcfriel Strogoff
and there ia bo profit.
milk,
somewhat
and
tfeii
her
to
"attached
pale
live stock.

(eight

instead of going np to bis bedroom
la gain strolled out Into tbe town.
Γ Why did not Michael Strogoff go
quietly to bed, as would have seemed
tnore seasonable after a long railway
journey? Was be thinking of the
young Llronlan girl who had for bo

druggist·.

from

the

last

doesn't (—Punch.

polka

with

her)—She
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

BUCKFIELD.

Bat few of the speakers Announced to
Φχίοχύ
speak at the campfire last week reportCol. Bradbury and J.
ed (or duty.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AL·
ISSUED TUE8DAY8.
F. Packard spoke at some length on
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
some of the battles in which they were
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. 26,1901.
engaged. Piccolo and snare drum with
an orchestra rendered music for the ocPARIS HILL.
casion, all under the guidance of Capt.
Α τ wood & Forbes,
C. H. Prinoe.
H.
H.
Kev.
lint Baptist Church,
Btahop,
We wish to call the attention of the
Preaching eveij Sunday at 11 4. u.
HMw «■< FnprUtew.
fMtor.
3un<l*y School at 19 M. Sabbath teniae Ser farmers to the coming of the farmers'
Tic·at 7:10 p. It. Prayer Meeting Thureday institute Dec. 9. One meeting held at
A. B. roun.
GWMI M. ATWOOD.
evening at 7 30 p. M.
since drew but
UnlvenalUt Church: Sunday School every this place a few years
little more than a baker's dozen of
at 11 A. x.
Tuuu
#1 JO a year If paid strictly la adTaace. Sunday
farmers.
Otherwise 12.ϋΟ a year. Single ooptea 4 ceata.
Newton Cummings, who was acciWe met an old neighbor from Sumner
AU legal advertisements
AoTuxienrorn
continues
weeks
two
shot
ago,
dentally
a few days since in the person of E. P.
are gtvsn three consecutive Insertions for ftl JO
now regarded as fairis
and
to
contracta
improve,
He is nearing his 87tb
Sturtevant.
per nek In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertis- ly well started on the road to recovery.
birthday, and he was down to I. W.
ers.
Much general joy is expressed at the Shaw's after hardware stock for his busiJoa Puxtuû
New type, tut preaaea, ateam favorable outcome of the affair.
He is one of the old-time custom
ness.
power, experienced «orkm η and low pricea
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
makers seldom to be found
combine to make Uds department of our busicarriage
CumMrs.
J.
C.
with the president,
ness complete and popular.
At the present time he has
nowadays.
2
o'clock.
at
He is
mings, Tuesday afternoon
two sleighs nearing completion.
the
Rev. W. W. Hooper occupied
master of the whole, wood, iron and
SUVtiUS COPIE·.
will
There
Universalist pulpit Sunday.
They all leave his shop on
Single Coplea of the Democrat are four centa
service there for the painting.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by be no preaching
the outlet of Little Labrador in a finish-

JJeraocrat,

She

BETHEL.

Re?. Gowen Wilson spoke in the
Congregational church last Sunday
morning in the interest of the Maine
Bible Society, and in the evening in the
M. E. church.
Mr. C. M. Wormell is spending a few
weeks in Portland.
M. W. Carrier of Auburn, agent for
the Victoria Acetylene Qas Machine Co.,
la in town, and probably wili place several in residences here.
Bethel Lodge, F. and A. M., have
elected the following officers:
W. M.—Wilfred Bowler.
R. H. Young.
8. W
J. W.-H. it Farwell.

Treu.—Π. C Bo we.

See.—D. β. LoveloT.
S. D.-H. K. Klch&rdeon.
J. D.—A. C. Froet.

The corn shop has finished business
for the season, and the farmers were so

well satisfied with the result under the
efficient management of Mr. Green, that
a generous acreage has been secured for
next year, and probably Lima beans will
be canned also.
Mr. W. S. Chandler was up from Northe publlahera or for the convenience of patron» next few weeks at least.
Tuesday and left his two little boys
way
Earl
that
to
knew
and
ed
condition,
jingle coplea of each Issue have been placed on
with their grandparents for a few weeks,
Mrs. Carter and Miss Dorothea will
made a carriage is a sufficient
aale at the following placée In the County :
Percy
owing to the critical illness of Mrs.
spend Thanksgiving with relatives at guarantee.
South Parla,
Parlln's Drug Store.
Chandler.
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Bethel.
Mrs. G. D. Bisbee was in town ThursNorway,
Mr. Harry Brown, who underwent an
Noyes' Drug Store.
A party of six attended the Universto Rumford Falls the
returning
Stone'a Drug Store.
day,
alist Good Cheer Society supper at
operation for appendicitis, is so much

LOCKE'S MILL8.

FRVEBURG.
The chair factory Is shut down for repair*, caused bj a broken shaft
The clam sapper and entertainment at
the Congregational vestry Thursday
evening, Nov. 21, was well attended.
Hr. Ira Warriner was accidentally hit

by

a

freight

train

Tuesday.

He was

taken to the hospital in Portland Wednesday morning.
Mr. George Leavitt shot a deer last
Tuesday, this making the second one
this season.
Thanksgiving ball and oyster supper
at Red Men's Hall Wednesday evening,
Nov. 27.
The pnpils of Mrs. A. M. Abbott gave
a recital at New Church Hall Friday
evening, Nov. 15.
Mrs. Wesley Hubbard starts for Washa at governor of the society.
ington, D. G., Nov. 27, where he bas
famHis
on
the|Capitol police.
Benjamin L. Lord of Berwick, known
position
ily will remain here for the presentfrom over a wide territory as a coon and
He
deer hnnter, shot himself Friday.
A large number of young people
here attended the supper and masquerade bad been acting strangely for some time.
party at East Conway Friday night,
W. C. Daniels of Alfred, a freight
Nov. 22d.
brakeman on the New Haven and Hartford Railroad, was killed by falling
NEWRV.
from his train on the 16th inst. He was
Mrs.
Jane,
Nov.
in
17,
Bethel,
Died,
of age.
widow of Jedediah Estes, aged 84 years. 23 years
Isaac E. Ayers, a negro, shot Mrs.
Deceased had been a great sufferer for
was able to Jennie
many years, although she
McNulty in a house on Franklin
visit among ber children, of whom three, Street, Portland, Wednesday afternoon.
a
also
with their families, survive her,
The shooting was done with a revolver,
sister, Mrs. Baker, of Newry, and a after improper advances made by the
Paris.
South
of
brother, M. W. Bryant
negro had been repulsed. Ayers is held
The victim is getting
"We are passing down the valley, one by one." without bail.
this
along comfortably, bu( the outcome of
Many deer have been taken in
Three
the wound is not yet certain.
vicinity since the enow came.
were brought into J. S. Allen's camp in
The trial of Henry Lambert, the
unis
an
which
the space of two hours,
for the murder of J. Wesley
guide,
think.
usual record, I
at
is now in
Allen of

day.
that
permanent recovery
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Tilton and Master improved
seems assured.
Don returned Thursday to their homo
pronounced a grand success in every in Auburn, after spending several days Gould Academy closed Thursday to
re-open Dec. 10.
way.
with friends.
Thursday evening the young ladies of
Rev. Miss Angell of Norway dined at
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Clara
Oxford
Court
Gould Academy gave a reception to the
O. A. Thayer's last Friday.
Withington Friday.
football team. The programs were very
Master "Billy" Eustis of Dixfield is
and
Officers for
Henry Parsons is reported as being ill.
and unique and the evening was
the guest of Will and Raymond Atwood.
Two chandeliers, one bracket and one pretty
1901-2.
Thursday of last week completed a street lamp have arrived at the library one of pleasure to all present.
Shirley,
progress
first opened
Mrs. £. T. Kusseli, accompanied by
Ora Green has gone to Sunday Biver Dover. It will be remembered that the
year kince the library was
and been put in position.
her daughter Shirley and Miss Mary to work in the mill.
to the public.
During that time it has
wife and
and
his
of
Mr.
Allen
remains
DISTRICT.
in
home
STREAKED MOUNTAIN
Shirley, started for their winter
been opened 53 times, and has loaned
Ε. B. Knapp has been quite sick lately.
Judicial Court.
were found in the ruins of his
valuable gifts
sever- daughter
Swan have Brooklyn last Friday.
ill
for
and
been
Ambrose
who
has
volumes.
Whitman
Dr.
Mrs.
Many
York,
2,733
Terms for 1901.
had been burned on the
The town schools closed Friday for al weeks at Ralph Kilgore's, has been house, which
have been received, and many more are sold their apples for $3 a barrel. Frank
S»k>irI Tuesday of February.
morning of May 13th. The trial will not
and Will Cole are doing the one week's vacation.
carried to Bethel.
promised. The library now numbers
Ryerson
Second Tuesday of October.
be completed for several days yet.
The library trustees very courteously
about 900 well-selected books, and an packing.
Mrs. Ada Richardson and Mrs. SherThey are experts at the busiTamis fcr 1902.
gave up their date for the appearance of man Ordway of South Paris have been
After the heavy surf of a recent storm
effort will be made the coming year, not ness.
Second Tuesday of March.
Mr. Willis of Oxford has erected a Miss McCobb until January on account visiting in town.
hundreds of tons of kelp was left on the
only to furnish new books to the
the
of
Mandolin
Glee
and
Second Tuesday of October.
of
the
Bowdoin
and
as
have
In
many
sawmill on the Aaron Cobb place,
Tork and Old Orchard beaches.
patrons, but to
SUNDAY RIVEB.
Five times Club's benefit for Gould Academy. This
standard periodicals as possible. It has is busily sawing lumber.
some places it was piled
up in mountains
was each
so is game. four or five feet
of
the
and
will
be
one
of
the
finest
concert
are
attention
awakes
Hunters
if
whistle
steam
farmers
the
shrill
plenty
ana
the
been thought perhaps,
Probate
high
day
Six or more deer have been killed this have been busy gathering it in. There
It is a great ac- season.
called to the matter, some might be the mountain echoes.
At Soetk Paria,
after
A
number
of
our people attended the last week here.
farmhaving
a
the
to
to
commodation
was
magazine,
neighboring
willing
give
enough along the beaches to furnish
Tblril Tuesday of each month except August.
E. F. Stearns has been here packing all the farms in York Connty with all
had the first reading. Two, St. Nicholas ers as most of them have more or less centennial exercises of the Norway
Universalist church.
At Fryeberg.
and Country Life, have already been lumber to be sawed.
the fertilizer they would need for a
apples.
C. B. Foster of Everett, Mass., has year.
Fli at Tuesdays of June and December.
Charles Maxim's house is rapidly
promised this way. If any one is thus
BSOWNFIELD
his
been here, sold hie stock and closed
kindly disposed if they will commuicate taking on style.
At Relaford Falls.
Mrs. Eaton, who has been occupying summer home for the winter.
The two-year-old boy of Mr. and Mrs.
with the librarian before December 1st,
George Maxim is on the sick list.
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
was
to
movôfl
has
one
of
Dr.
Fitch's
will
rents,
list
the
as
Mr. Perry of Sweden called on friends Leslie Watson of North Sidney,
Mrs. I. G. Whitman has an acacia
of Mav,third Tuesday of August, second Tues- they will confer a favor,
Corner.
burned to death Sunday night while his
here.
day of November.
be made out that week, and duplicates, tree nearly five feet tall, which attracts Conway
were visiting at a neighbor's
Mr. Frank Johnson has returned from
It is very rare
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Felt of East
and thus an unnecessary expenditure of a good deal of attention.
The child had been left with an
where he has purchased a very Bethel visited bis brother, David Felt
ouse.
Commissioners.
Court of
our small funds will be* avoided. Every in this country, being a native of the Portland,
covolder sister, who fell asleep in another
At South Parla.
last week.
little helps to keep our library—as every tropics. Its foliage is very graceful and big white horse, and a fine family
ered carriage.
sons have room than that in which the accident ocall.
and
to
Williamson
Mrs.
Frank
be—free
should
sessions
of
.'—Second
Kegular
elegant.
Tuesday
May. library
He
curred. The baby pulled a lamp from
First Tuesday of September.
Harry Brooks is plowing to-day.
Last Tuesday of
gone to Erroi visiting.
December.
the table and the explosion which folbelieves in having work done in season.
SUMNER.
WEST BETHEL.
Charlie Warren is working for Dr.
lowed set fire to its clothing.
Alfred Irish visited his grandparents, "Try, always to
PERU.
speak the truth, young man; Fitch.
A ml «tate the plain facts at you should ;
Mr. and Mrs. Iliram Buck, last week.
of
the
Patrick Mulhern, 90 years of age, who
committee
The
Grange
building
Mrs. John and Mrs. Sherman McDonBethel.
John il. Phllbrook, Chairman,
N. C. Foril sold his horses last week, Be just, and be upright as ever you can
have staked out the grounds for their lives at East Sullivan, reported to the
For lying has never done goo<l.
East Stonebam. also made a
ald
sick
are
on
the
list.
Jonathan Bartlett,
trip to Wilton, returning When
Is over, your homeward way
lice at Ellsworth recently, that he
new ball and tliey were in hopes that
Mexico.
Randall L. Taylor.
Mr. C. Bennett is teaching a dancing
with a pair of oxen.
d been robbed of about $8,000 by unwould get the basement dug out
they
and
as
a
As
F.
in
Hall.
sinner;
for
tight
tipsy
G. C. Morrill is buying apples
school Bradbury's
known parties. The old man became
this fall.
'tis the drunk that doth cause you to reel,
for
is
Miss
Say
Warren
and
working
Myrtle
vicinity.
L. Barrett in Carthage
And don't lay It all to your dinner."
The Grangers will meet at the town suspicious of savings banks some years
Mrs. John Hodson.
Charles F. Whitman, South Paris, Cl'k of Courts.
The light snow of last week has made
hall and have a dinner on Thanksgiving ago and had since kept his hoardings in
A light fall of snow Monday.
County Attorney.
Ellery C. Park. Bethel,
been
It is said that Mr. and Mrs. S. N.
have
Several
deer
hunting good.
J. Hasting* Bean, South Parts, Register of Deeds.
a email iron safe at home that was
Let us be thankful for that which we Adams
are
contemplating leaving Day.
shot in the vicinity of Black Mountain. have.
Eckley Ballard, Fryeburg,
The report is that Albert Griffith has fastened by a padlock. It was generally
Brownfield. We hope it is a false report,
Register of I>eede, (Western District.)
sold his farm to John Harlow of Dix- known that he had considerable money
F. A. Schultz, "the rug man," has left for
Addison E. Herrick. Reihel. Judge of Probate.
they would be very much missed in lieid.
Albert D. Park, South Paris Register of Probate.
in the house. Mulhern lived with two
Madison Ford, of Abington, Mass., is town.
the village.
George M. Atwood, South Paris. County Treas.
and
P. G. Barrett, our superintendent, has aged people.
L. E. Allen is making some needed
his parents, N. C. Ford
in
James R. Tucker, South Paris, Sheriff and Jailer. visiting
Marston
from
Baldwin'is
Dr.
living
been round this week visiting "schoolwife.
repairs on his house.
Will Hall was found dead Saturday
Perley Brown's house.
marms."
I. W. Mason of Hale was in this place
W. C. Richmond and wifo of Rumford
Sheriffs.
Mrs. Ricker is said to be improving.
in the woods at Skinner, Me.,
morning
eome
rehave
been
We
splendid three milee below Lowelltown.
the first of the week.
having
Centre visited at Ε. H. Thompson's
He with
Paris.
Henry E. Hammond, Crier,
and
nice
weather
Miss Flora J. Wheeler is spending her
sleighing.
Jamc* L. Parker,
Norway. cently.
two others, started hunting Wednesday
some
Marston
After
Dr.
and
weeks'
school vacation with her parente, Mr.
Thadleua Cross,
Charles Silver is building a camp
delay
Norway.
At night only two returned. Mr.
noon.
Norway. mill house on the Poland lot where he and Mrs. E. G. Wheeler.
Albert P. Bassett,
has got fairly settled in this village, ocOXFORD.
Bethel.
Hall,
they
thought had been lost. ThursCyrus M. Wormell,
Main
on
the
P.
Brown
house
S.
Ames
winter.
of
Bethel
this
Miss Cleo Russell,
Hill, cupying
Guy
Mrs. Bertha Packard, wife of
a party started to find him
Fryeburg. will saw lumber
George G. Shirley,
day
morning
of
the
and
now
the
call
waits
Hiram.
school
East
term
of
Street,
closed her twelve weeks'
is working for him.
Edgar L. Flint,
Packard, died of heart disease Friday, but could not. The next day a larger
PorterJames W. Chapman,
sick
or
lame.
reand
is
she
it
here Friday,
may
Her funeral was held on
hoped
Nov. 15th.
Lovell.
party started and did not find him until
Walter C. Bassett,
The third snow of the season is now
RUMFORD CENTRE.
turn to teach the winter term.
Dlxfleld.
Don A. Gate·,
Sunday, Rev. Mr. Callahan, pastor of Saturday morning, dead from exposure,
Canton.
RED HILL.
Mrs. C. Bisbee of Bethel Hill and Mrs. with us, and may possibly give snow the M. E. church, of which she was a about three miles from where he started
Ronello A. Barrow·»,
Buckfleld.
A. F. Warren,
We escaped the
Lida Dearborn were in this village on enough for sleighing.
member, officiating.
Snow has come, deer are plenty.
He lived in Vermont
on Wednesday.
Rumford Falls.
Harris L. Elliott,
snow blizzards last week, and had only
Mrs. Oldenwalder of Otisfield died on and leaves a wife and two children.
John F. Davis,
Kev. W. E. Purinton has been hold- the 15th in the interest of the United
Bridgton
a calm
snowfall of about two inches
Bethel.
the
Golden
Cross.
Order
of
her
of
Milton Penley,
home
the
at
Mr.
Nov.
Rev.
with
17th,
revival meetings
Sunday,
Rumford Falls. ing
Fred A. Porter.
The $200,000 mansion of Gov. Hill is
Miss Rosa Bean is giving lessons in during two days' storm.
cousin, Mrs. Eunice Caldwell. Rev. Mr.
Waterford. Stone at Locke's Mills.
Addison E. Holt,
Mr. Geo. Quint of West Brownfield
music to Mrs. W. Griffin, Mrs. M.
vocal
and
H.
attended her funeral, and she the talk of the state. The gray bricks
J.
Pond.
for
is
Hall
Newport
Bryant's
Wellington Bird,
working
Henry
at
work
4 cents each, two carloads sent by
has
flniehed
his
cost
M. O'Reilly and Miss Ethel Allen of this
carpenter
was carried to Ryefield Bridge for burial.
F. B. Martin.
Richard Morton's in Porter, and is at
The ladies of the Parsonage Society express cost 11 cents each, it is said.
Josiah Colcord shot a deer near U. G. village, and Mrs. L. McAllister and her
THANKSGIVING.
home for a few days before going to held their fair Tuesday and Wednesday. There are 60,000 of the Missouri gray
Woods' orchard last Saturday, Nov. 9th. sister, Miss Lary, of Shelburne, Ν. H.
Mrs. H. P. Dennison celebrated her Lowell, Mass., where he expects a win- Generous contributions were received | bricks and 400,000 of the Augusta red
Freeman Bixby is working for U. G.
NOVEMHEK
OF
TWENTT-EtUHTH
The division
THE
50th birthday on Saturday last, Nov. ter's work in a machine shop.
from friends in this and other towne, bricks in the mansion.
Woods.
Postmaster Ham, who has been quite and it was
walls are of brick. Hallowell granite is
omaum
from
very successful.
Walter Small has gone to Chartley, 16th. Ten relatives and friends
A
and ill for the past week, is out again and
Mrs. Emerson Richmond has returned | lavishly employed in decoration.
Mass., to work in Sturdy's jewelry abroad came on the forenoon trains,
able to attend to the work of the office. from Massachusetts.
Grecian carriage porch of granite to be
she received many fine presents.
ΓΗΚ PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION.
shop.
Miss Whitman, an insurance agent
Mrs. Carpenter and Miss Burnham of I deployed on the front and an esplanade
The season le nljfh when, according to tbe time·
Henry Farrar was one of the fortunate
from Norway, was in town this week and East Poland visited friends in town last of granite will skirt the south side. One
WEST BUCKFIELD.
hallowed custom of our people, the President ap|
ones, he shot a deer.
occasion"*for
praise
bit of the
point» a 'lav as the especial
Frank Warren has laid a new floor and settled the claim of Miss Alvina Stuart week.
porch will weigh 20
Arthur Curtis and lady visited his
and thank-trtvlntr to God.
for damage by fire to her shop and
tons while the pillars of the facade will
Bonin
a
sink
for
new
iron
bowed
Shirley
put
still
tlnds
the
on
Hill.
This thanksgiving
Red
people
parents
house a few weeks ago.
rise 20 feet. The Governor and Mrs.
with sorrow for the death of a great and good
EAST HEBRON.
Guy Dollotf and family have moved to ney.
President. We mourn President Mc Kin le ν t>eMrs. Chadbourne was in the village last
Hill will dispense sumptous hospitality
J. Â. Warren and wife spent Saturday
rooms of A. L. Dolloff at the village.
snow is fast disappearing and the
The
cause we so loved and honored hlro; and the
week
on
her way from Conway, Ν. H.,
in this mansion when the next legislanight and Sunday with their daughter,
manner of his death should awaken In tbe
to West Bridgton for a visit of two eleighing becoming poor.
ture shall assemble.
breasts of our people a keen anxiety for the
Mrs. Harry Buck.
PoGREENWOOD.
from
Merrill
returned
Appie A.
country, and at tbe same time a resolute pur·
Fred Cooper and Charlie Lowe are at weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Frank
It is very good sleighing at present,
land last week.
pose not to l»e driven by any calamity from the
Jacobs.
JUMPED ON A TEN PENNY NAIL.
Lowe.
from
path of atrong, orderly, popular liberty, which bnt whether it will be in one week from work for R. C.
Mrs. Hayes returned home
Chas. Hill is moving itwo four-horse
as a nation we have thus far aafcly trod.
Yinia Bonney is at home from Frank
The little daughter of Mr. J. N. Powell
to
is
when
week
one
Mexico
everybody
supposed
ago.
Yet, In spite of this (treat disaster. It le never- to-day,
teams into the logging camp on the
Brown's.
Clara Washbnrn is working for Hiram 1 jumped on an inverted rake made of ten
theless true that no people on earth have »uch be thankful for something, remains to
farm.
Thos.
Cotton
Gertie Bonney and Mrs. Belle Field
abundant cause for thanksgiving as we have. be seen.
Allen in Turner caring for his wife whose penny nails, and thrust one nail entirely
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Blake moved
The past year In particular lias been one of
Shirthrough her foot and a second one half
health is quite poor.
Quite a number of deer have been were at Shirley Bonney's Sunday.
into Mr. Fred Farnham's house, and will
peace and plenty. We have prospered In things
horses
with
Mr.
Saunders
Will Record moved on to the A. G. way through. Chamberlain's Pain Balm
material, and have been able to work for our captured since the snow came, but as ley swapped
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Farnham.
Mrs.
board
was
this
week.
promptly applied, and five minutes
own uplifting In thing* Intellectual and spiritual. yet not the first taste of the meat has
Record farm recently from the late
Let us rememlier that, as much has been given
later the pain had disappeared, and no
Mrs. K. J. Warren and Gertrude of Farnham's health is very poor, and she Streeter Whitman farm.
its way on to the Bennett place
found
that
true
and
from
us.
us, much will be expected
North Buckfield are at work for Mrs. is not able to do any work.
In
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Thomas and | more suffering was experienced.
homage comes from the heart a· well ae from table; which is another illustration of
Buck a few days.
the lip·, and shows Itself In deeds. We can best how uneven things go in this world.
from Oxford passed last Satur- three days the child was wearing her
daughter
SWEDEN.
shoe as usual and with absolutely no
prove our thankfulness to the Almighty by the
The crows and robins seem to be quite
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"But," said tbe lady, "I moat bare
tbe front door locked before I retire,"
This emergency staggered tbe pro·
The three-year-old eon of Fred Chapman of Old Town died Tuesday from the feesor, and as be looked bewildered at
effects of falling into a tub of hot water bis wife tbe lady, seized wltb an Inthe preceding aay.
spiration. continued:
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away?"
"True," ejaculated the learned
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professor

related tbe Incident to a friend as evidence of his wife's unusual sagacity.
Tbe friend greeted tbe story wltb a
roar of laughter.
"And why, my dear professor," be
said, "did you not simply admit your
wife, lock tbe door from tbe outside
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of science; "we never thought of that"
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wrong key.
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Skipped tke Hard Word*.
"While I was in practice," said Judge
Gates of Kansas City, "I was before
the supreme court on one occasion.
While waiting for my case to be called
I listened to*a lawyer from the southeastern part of tbe state arguing bis
He was at least β feet 7 inches
case.
tall and had a voice so deep that when
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•from α work with which your honors
doubt familiar—Blackstone.'
"The Judges did not smile, although
there was a decided twinkle In their
eyes as they glanced at each other.
The man read a few lines and then

they "have

are no

we

1 would have your honors pay
particular attention to this note because it Is by Lord Granville.'
"The Judges waited expectantly. The
lawyer held the book in front of him,
glanced at it two or three times and
then coughed as many times in rather
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an

manner.
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Forty Mile· ■■ Hoar.
Flak
Few of us have an accurate Idea of
the rate at which fish ewtm. When we
say that a person is "as fast as a porpoise," we hardly associate a quick
rate of swimming with that individual,
yet he and everybody else would like
to be able to get through the water an
rapidly. Porpoises have been seen to
That Go

been known to
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ing.

Whales are not fish In the scientific
sense, but It Is Interesting to note that
these monsters swim at a rate of sixteen miles an hour when exulted, although their ordinary speed is estimated at between four and five miles.
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The Qneatlon He Aaked.
Sir Peter Edlln of the British bench
was noted for his courtesy to prisonOn one occasion an Incorrigible
ers.
culprit was sentenced by him to twelve
months after the mendicity officer had
given the usual evidence of bud char-

made, and we have never seen
widths. Ask to t>ee them.
all
sizes
and
all
have
We
one as good.
styles,
Remember we have all kinds of footwear, one of the largest stocks
One price for all and
in the state. Also trunks, bags and suit cases.

acter.
"Can't I speak?" said the prisoner.
"Am I to be sentenced without 'aving

that

price

is

right.

Yours

NORWAY,

passed until I hear what you have to
urge. Take your time. Pray take your

Ε. N.

time."
"I want to ask a question, my lord."
"By all means. Put any question you
"Look at him, my lord," said the old
rogue, pointing his finger at the mendicity officer. "Isn't he an ugly logger ?"
Sir Peter laughed till the tears came,
but he didn't reduce the sentence.

.
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'ad a chance?"
"Certainly you may speak," said the
learned Judge. "Say what you please.
You shall have every opportunity. I
withdraw the sentence I have Just
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Cotton

For The!· Owi Calve·.
A couple of young men were out fishing one day and on returning were going past a farmhouse and felt hungry.
They yelled to the farmer's daughters,
"Girls, have you any buttermilk?"
The reply was gently wafted back
to their ears, "Yes, but we keep It for
our own calves."
The boys calculated that they had
business away, and they went—Coun-
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Blankets

Sateen
Skirts

\ $100(
$

ng 1.25

3.00, 3.25.

) 30c δ0ο e7c.
School
Umbrellas $

try Gentleman.

Men's Working \ 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c,
Gloves & Mittens )
$1.00, 1.25.

Theory ud Practice.

"Dlnglebat has original Ideas about
family government. He says every

home ehould be a little republic, where
universal toleration prevails and every
one has a voice in the government"
"Yes, hie family Is managed on that
plan; but be and Mrs. Dlnglebat have
the same old wrangle every day ai to
who shall be president"
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F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO·

?. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Not

hea^q ^rte-s for

FINE PERFUMES!
""

them/'—London Answers.

Uaefalaea*.

rhe FINE8T ODORS from the LEADING

Try

In.

I

always

MAKERS

in «took.
especially fine line put up in attractive
package?. They make a pleasing Holiday Gift.
our special perfume "THELMA."
Delicate and Lasting.

Just

"Cbolly doesn't seem to be of much
ise in the world."
"Oh, I don't know; he makes α nice
•Igarette holder."—Philadelphia BulleCoaMa't Cae Him.
I am too slow

for every penny
you warmth and comfort

sell.

we

and back,
gray underwear, shirts double breast

trout and salmon go at a rapid pace
when migrating up a stream for spawn-

Cbolly—So you think

gives

All

forty miles for short distances.
Herrings, in shoals, move steadily at
a rate between ten and twelve tniles;
mackerel swim much faster, and both

Palatal.
"Here," cried Oldham to hie fellow
lodger, who was starting for his hull
day, "that's my brash and comb you're
putting In your portmanteau."
"Well, let me have 'em. You won't
need 'em; you've grown so bald lately."
"That's Just It
I can't part with

the full value of your

give you

The kind that

money is the kind

dart round and round a steamer traveling seventeen miles an hour, thus proving their capacity to swim at a greater
rate than that.
The dolphin may be placed on a level
with the porpoise, but the bonito has

HI·

"

ALL DRUG STORE GOODS AND FINE STATIONERY
AT FAIR PRICES.
Ask for trading stamps in return for cash.

men, otters and birds.
Thus we eat the products of the water plants at four removes In a fish,
while we eat that of the grass or tur-

occasionally

ONE?

NEED

Parlin's

before these bocome
In turn tbe food of others.
It Is as If all the trees and grass on
land were first eaten by locusts or
white ants and the locusts and white
ants were then eaten by semlcarnlvorous cows and sheep, which were In
turn eaten by true carnlvora. The water weeds, both when living and decaying, are eaten by the entomostraca. the
entomostraca are eaten by the larvœ
of Insects, the perfect Insects are eaten
by the fish and the fish are eaten by

'or any use?

e°Tn

Iwn^MÂ'f^lOEAL VoUtAlN "0W

scopical animals

In the

NORWAY.

Bears **·

If you do

You

to show

Noyes Company,

DO YOU

f

& Mittens

$1.25,

We like

Clothing.

in need of

CASTOR IA For infants and Children.
Hi Hod You Hon Always Bought

Everybody
Finally

live mainly on decaying vegetable substance, which Is practically
converted and condensed into micro-

mutton.

Taps, Gloves

SOUTH PARIS.

The Water Carnivore.
T^e number of carnivorous creature·
found In the water seems out of all
proportion to the usual order of nature,
but this is perhaps because the minute,
almost Invisible creatures of which tbe
rivers and ponds are full and which are
tbe main food of-tbe mailer water car-

nips only

$1.50.

cents to

shown, 25c, 39c, 50c, 75c, S5C, $1.00,

F. H.

he said: 'Your honors, I see on closer
Inspection that this footnote is in Lat"
in, so I reckon I'd better skip that'

or

ever

goods.

our

wulted for several seconds.

nivore,

Underwear.
Our customers pronounce it the best value

Assor'me t of Winter

have

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50.
Please give us a call when

said: 'There Is reference here, your
honors, to a footnote by Lord Granville.

Prices 25

ever seen.

Largest

IV:

Trousers.

selling a large quantity of

are

Winter

spoke It seemed like the rumbling
of Niagara. Ί will read,' be said,

Odd

and

now we

have

an

AT THE Ρ Π ABBACY OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
8outh Perls, Maine.

She—Yea. You don't even make tb·
ithtT young men J—km·, Bnart
§·£. I '. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
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poor

prospect

for
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jingle.
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Congregational Church, Bev. B.
I ttdeout, Pastor
Preaching service Sonda
;
1V"

Thanksgiv

Secon

10 M

a.

CHURCH
UNIVERSALIST
OBSERVES ITS CENTENNIAL

M.; Sabbath School, 19.Ό0 a.; Men

;
Prayer Meeting at 6*0; Social Meeting, 7 05
ing skating. But the boys have had a
I
regular weakly Prayer Meeting, Thursdi f
day or tiro—just enough for a taste.
T. P. 8. C. t MeetlngFrMay ere lJ evening;
730,
la*
et
Methodis
of
the
The official board
I universalis! Church. Iter. Caroline K. Ange
>n Pater. Preaching service oa Sunday, at 10:
church will hold their next meeting 01
Sabbath School, 19 v.; Y. P. C. 1
Wednesday evening in the small veetrjry a.
meeting, 7 Λ0 P. M.
of their church.
I Methodist Church, Rev. B. F. Pickett, Paato
10:80 a. m.; Sabbath Schoc
I
tell the Democrat about yonap Preaching rerrtce,
■

*

Kindly
Thanksgiving gatherings, so that

Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 r.
γ I 12λ» κ.; Social Tuesday
39
friendi
evening; class mee
prayer meeting,
of I Inc. Friday evealng.
both at home and abroad may read o:
K.
8. Cotton, Pasto
Kev.
Church.
Baptist
the family reunions with which the dajv I
Preachingservice, 10 an a. m. : Sabbath Schoc
is celebrated.
MHO·. Prayer Meeting Sunday evealng 7 r. l

u
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jTHE FIBST BJCLIOIOUB SOCIETY IN KOBAND THE

WAT

__

Commencing Sovember 3, 1901,
TRAINS

the

ne
Miss Lucelia Crockett and Mies Suei
911 I
L. Porter are at home from Farmingtoi
Normal School for the vacation.
I

—

$ι*>ρ.

more
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UNIVEB8ALI8T

MAINE.—THE
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CENTCBT.

Norway Universalist church de-»congratulations, not only on comits first century of

existence,

b•too htm that, at rack wMj meetlnga «Λ
οof
acriptions shall be opened for the porpoaa at
"
defraylac the expenses of the society, inchCo:
the building, or hiring a convenient p'aoe
publlck worship; for the aupport of publlclik
teaehera, and other expenaea which maj ariat»
according to the vote of the society; which anb,«
acrtptlon shall be disposed of by tie vote of Uhη
society : e.ich subscriber having an equal rigbl
Λ
to vote la thla, and all other matter· that pertain
to the regulation of thla aoetety, and we do agree,
«
ne Dlecîplee of Jesus Christ, to Ore in peacc
m
among onraehrea; claiming no right toexerdac
other Id®
authority over the conadencea or each
In
fast
atand
henceforth
m
bat
spiritual altera,
the liberty wherewith Chrlu hath made na free.
t.
And furthermore, we agree that thla aodety,
composed of the following subscribers ahall"
bear the appellation of the ftrat religious society
n
la Norway, and subscribe ourselves "Christian
β
Independents, believing In the doctrine of the
Christ."
Jeaua
men
salvation of all
by
Universal ism in 179S did not have a
very easy existence. It contested everyΡ
step of the way then as it contests now,
before discredit and denial; yet, as trueB
principles obtain in the beginning of the
20th century, they obtained at the close
of the 18th, though with a greater slowness, then under the hardship of no "ad-

?

whose

but

not recall e<

we

names

strengthened and quickened by a wltnei
of their fealty, the believer* of the pre

ent times are to more and more buil
to a societj
up in personal

loyalty

measureles
hundred years ago, ha

i

become a sacred inheritance to be s
magnified and passed on, as that, at th
next centennial, the historian can fui
ther emphasize the proud judgment ο
to-day that "The first Universalist soci
etyof this state is Maine's handsom
heritage for all the centuries to come.'
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ind ferrv across two streams
way, as "well as other even more remarkable stories.

population of the jail reached
water mark last week, when the
p.11 Showed thirty-four present. Most
of them are serving sentences for >ntoxieation. and the large majority are from
Rum ford Falls. One man who had
lined a total of about twelve dollars apAs he
pealed to the Supreme Court.
unable U> secure bondsmen, the prosto
»tay here
pect is that he will have
He is g«ttin„
until the March term.
anxious to withdraw his appeal and take
the thirty days which he would have go
if he hadn't appealed, but there is no
As the
wav he can do it.
cage
The

Ll,

jail accommodates only twenty-four.
Sheriff Tucker is looking arouud for
Mme large hooks on which to hang the
One of the thirty-four went out
and three more are coming
from Rumlord Falls Monday afternoon,
which will make the number thirty-six.
rest.

Saturday,

"
"JESUS SAID UNTO HER, MARY
Mrs. Mary M. Young, wife of Hon.
Alnion Young, died in Hiram Nov. 10th,
aged 62 years, 11 months, 10 days. Her
struggle against her fatal disease has
been long and heroic, and her intense
sufferings were borne with fortitude and
Christian resignation. Seldom has our
community been called to mourn the
loss of one so generally and tenderly
beloved. During a third of a century
that she has resided in Hiram, she has
been a devoted and loyal wife, a loving
and faithful mother, a good neighbor, a
peace-maker, a firm and steadfast friend,
and a Christian of unfaltering fidelity.
The Congregational church depended
very much upon her tact, her ripe experience, and sterling good sense, and
often when her presence was not seen or
heard, we have felt her aid and influence
in behalf of religion, and various uplifting forces for the world's progress
and salvation. She was a daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. William Fitch of
Sebago, and she leaves a wide circle of
friends, including her husband, one son,
and two daughters, while six children
awaited her coming on the evergreen
shore. She was a lady of pre-eminent
ability, and we may never know how
much her husband's success may be
ascribed to her prudent and superior
management in her sphere of action.
Her hand was ever ready ft» assist the
and
poor and afflicted in their distress,
many sad hearts beat heavily to-day as
the snow falls for the first time upon her
grave. On Wednesday, Rev. Geo. P.
Merritt of New York, who in 1884 came
an orphan of English birth to his first
pastorate in Hiram, and found a home,
and practically, a mother, in her house-

up for the Christmas trade.
Tim Smith of the Elm House is enjoying his annual vacation and George Pike
supplies his place so far as he is able.
George R. Stephenson and Kenneth
Gurney, after a month's hunting in Sunday Cove, Lake Umbagog, have returned with six good deer, bucks.
Frank E. Wilson of Fore Street will
accompany the Sanborn brothers to

Arizona.
S. A. Stevens has gone to Springvale
where he will pass the winter with his
daughter, Mrs. Emma Done.
A. J. Stearns, Esq., and wife, will
spend Thanksgiving with Mr. Stearns1
parents at Lovell.
Oliver Shackley, a respected citizen of I
Norway, died suddenly Sunday. Mr.
Shackley was in his usual health and
was calling upon a friend Sunday afterAfter finishing his call, as he
noon.
affiled to
There were seven
stepped out on the doorstep he was this paper, Levi Hubbard, Daniel Stataken with paralysis of the heart and
ples, Nathaniel Bennett, Benjamin Witt,
passed away soon after. Mr. Shackley Levi Bartlett, Anthony Bennett, BenjaHe served in min
was born July 22, 1837.
Herring, and the sum subscribed
the Coast Guards during the civil war. was forty dollars. This was the nucleus
of the present church, and that sum of
forty dollars its treasury.
ASLEEP AMID FLAMES.
In accordance with this agreement,
some
a
into
blazing home,
Breaking
Mr. Barnes, who was then at New
inthe
firemen lately dragged
sleeping
Gloucester, moved his family to a farm
Fancied security, in
mates from death.
Poland, for he must needs labor bewhen
that
It's
near.
you sides
and death
way
preaching, the compensation for
do
it.
Don't
and
colds.
neglect coughs
this was so small. His circuit then comDr. King's New Discovery for Conprised Falmouth and New Gloucester,
sumption gives perfect protection against and now Norway, in the District of
all Throat, Chest and Lung Troubles. Maine was added. The distance between
Keep it near, and avoid suffering, death, the nearest points of his service was
«nd doctor's bills. A teaspoonful stops about twenty miles, while from Norway
a late cough, persistent use the most to Falmouth is above
forty, which he
stubborn. Harmless and nice tasting, must
on horseback, over the
accomplish
it's guaranteed to satisfy by F. A. Shurtroughest of paths, with its hardships
leff & Co., South Paria; Noyes Drug alleviated no doubt
a sense of his

signatures

The «'school marras" of. the Methodist
church outdid themselves in the supper
which they set out Wednesday
>leed. their friends assured them that
they did not know there were so
many good cooks among the
(Of course the schoolmarms did all the
cooking.) A large number did justice
to the supper. Later there was a
an t?entertainment, comprising songs by
Mr. Eaton, Miss Susie M. W heeler, Miss
Ethel Ellis and Miss Mary
and readings by Mrs. H. A Morton, Mrs.
Ordway, and Mrs. Ε. E. Chapman The
fur opening" which was a feature
the programme consisted of the names
of twenty animals in the form of anar
mms, which the contestants were required to put into correct form within a hold,
Price 60c. and $1.00.
preached an eloquent sermon from Store, Norway.
certain limited number of
the 23d Psalm, and gave a most grateful Trial bottles free.
Miss Susie M. Wheeler, Mim
and impressive tribute to her memory.
and Mr. Bean succeeded in solving the
We «mail misa Thee at a thousand times,
A STARTLING SURPRISE.
whole list, and the prizeiwas iwawed by
A long lift:'» troubled track.
lot to Miss Wheeler. The booby prize And In hours of sorrow and of joy,
Very few could believe in looking at
call
thee
to
Will
back;
long
was triumphantly carried on by Mrs.
A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust blackYearn for the gentle, loving voice.
E. Wiltftoo.
smith of Tilden, Ind., that for ten years
Long thy bright smile to see.
Though many good and true are left.
he suffered such tortures from RheumaThe tint supper and entertainment ol
Yet none are quite like thee."
tie m ae few could endure and live. But
I
the I'niversalist Good Cheer Socie y
Llewellyn A. Wadswobth.
a wonderful change followed his taking
was successful even beyond the hopes ol
Hiram, Maine, Nov. 13,1901.
Electric Bitters. "Two bottles wholly
its promoters.
Early in the evening ι
cured
me," he writes, uand I have not
became apparent that Grand Army Hall
NOMINATIONS MADE.
They
a twinge in over a year."
felt
and its adjoining rooms would not D«
blood
Among the nominations made by Gov- regulate the Kidney·, purify the
large enough to hold the assemblage and ernor Hill last week are the following ii and cure
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
the large public hall was opened up it
Nervousness, improve digestion and give
Oxford County:
connection with the former. The tablet
them.
health.
Only 60
Part·
Γ.
South
Try
Whitman.
perfect
Trial Justice·—Chail to be re-set for the fourth time,
cents at F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Llewellyn A. Wad.worth, Hiram.
ham
Don
Peace—Joalah
C.
about two hundred and fifty taking supthe
Justice· of
Par s; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
I. Bean, M aeon.
per, while in its quantity and qualitj Hebron; Fletcher
was
line
in
the
food
lacking
nothing
FIRE IN WOODSTOCK.
The entertainment delighted an audienc*
LUCK IN THIRTEEN.
The farm buildings of Herbert Fort
of nearly three hundred, every number
thirteen miles Wm. Spirey,
sending
mill
By
about
a
hill
on
the
in Woodstock,
on the program receiving a hearty en
of Walton Furnace, Vt., got a box of
from the "Drv Mill" on the Paris ant
core.
The program was as follows :
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, that wholly
Rum ford road, were burned about dart
Mr Eaton
\' C*l fcjlo,
cured a horrible Fever Sore on his leg.
that
then
is
It
Leacb
Mim Battle M.
reported
Vocal «ok),
*
night.
uZ. Mniiw Sunday
Nothing else could. Positively cures
Becltitloo,
insurance.
no
was
M
w

evenin^

n"®1**;

piem-

DeMoJU

j

mSSSU,
—"-sa.
btcUmaUon,
Vocal *oio.
Vocal «olo,

,1!^

Μλ·Ϊ5γ
Mr·

nSl

IN BANKRUPTCY.
Petitions in bankruptcy have been filet
by Charles S. Winslow of Dixfield, Elli
Λ McDonald of Rumford Falls, an<
Rody McDonald of this firm individu

encore by Mr. Brtgg· »âd
While nothing but praise could be eau ally.
I
of any part of the program, the ladies
A CARD.
quartette apd the singing of Messrs
Briggsand Hall was especially appre
We, the undersigned, da hereby agre
ciated. The committee· in charge of tnt to refund the money on a S0-cent bottl î
various departments are to be congratu of Greene'· Warranted Syrup of Tar if i t
Wι
la ted upon its unqualified succès», an< I fails to cure your oough or cold.
they ask the Democrat to extend tliei r also guarantee a 2&-cent bottle to prov »
Wil
thanks and appreciation to all who as satisfactory or money refunded.
aisted them.
liaison Λ Kimball; Krneet P. Parlin.

with

Mr. R. N- Mall

they

character of the Creator God, may be led to put
their Uuet In Him at all times; and thereby feel
their hearts Inclined to love htm, and one
another, and not only view In prospect, but
know in reality, how good and pleasant a thing
It Is for Brethren to dwell together In unity,
where all discord will cease and party spirit
some to an end, It Is contemplated to Invite
Brother Thomas Barnes, (who is a man of sobriety ; who sustains a good moral character; whom
we conceive to have a good degree of understanding In the Doctrines of the Grace of God, and favored with a gift to disperse tho same to bis fellow men) It Is contemplated to Invite him to move
bis family into these parts, where it Is conceived
be will be of great use In the regulation of societies. and whose decorum and good deportment
will greatly adorn our profession.
"H Is, furthermore considered expedient, (lest
we should bring a burden on him and his family) to assist him In procuring a place where his
family may be comfortably situated—we, therefore, who have hereunto subscribed agree to bestow upon him, of freedom and choice, the sum
affixed to our names, In case he moves his famthese parta, for the purpose above
ily Into
"
named

Bruises, Felons, Ulcer·, Eruptions, Boils,
Only 85c.
Burn·, Corns and Pile·.
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,
South Paris; Noyee Drugstore, Norway.

STARTLING, BUT TRUE.

uIf every one knew what a grand medicine Dr. King's New Life Pilla ia,"
writes D. H. Turner, Dempeeytown, Pa.,
"you'd sell all you have in a day. Two
week·' use has made a new man of me."
Infallible for conatipation, stomach and
liver troubles. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff
Λ Co., South Pari·; Noyea Drug Store,

Norway.

by

commission to tell to the people
ow God wreaks no vengeance tipon his
creatures, has invincible love for them
and has constructed life on the principle

great

that all souls shall discipline clear of the
will or wish to sin, coming sometime
unto their estate of intended righteousness.

Mr. Barnes preached in each of the
three places of his circuit once a month,
having the fourth Sunday for missionary
work, which extended out to Li verm ore,

working
quite

evening
by

prevented by

society

.L

SnU

gratulations

recognition

occupied.

pastorate

degree

Pullman,

pul-

denomination,

Bisbee,

In the audience which filled
the church to the doors were some who
had been disappointed at hearing that
Dr Pullman would not be present, but
all went away satisfied. Dr. Bisbee's
address was based upon the words of
Jesus to his disciples, "Be of good
cheer," and was an appeal which could
not but uplift and inspire every Christian worker and give renewed courago
for the contest.
Very good and appropriate music was
furnished for the evening services by
the regular choir, consisting of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Kimball, Miss Agnes Beal,
and Mr. George A. Briggs, with Miss
Virginia Sargent organist. During the
of Boston.

day services selections

given by

were

Mrs. Kimball and Miss Beal.
The visitors were entertained at dinner and supper in Concert Hall, where
several hundred partook of a social
meal. Provision bad been made for a
possible even larger attendance, and the

of food was even
ample
thau was required.
this
for
event
of
The work
preparation
was of course considerable, requiring as
one item the writing of several hundred
The committees which had
letters.
of the work were as follows:
more

supply

charge

General rommlttee-FreelandHowe, Dr. 8. A.
Mrs. Alice Oxnsnl, Mr. and Mr·. F. A.

Bennett,

^CoiweponctlnK Committee—Rev. C.
and Mise Ζ. 8. Prince.

E.

Angell

Committee—C.S^Akere,

M
Mm.
Entertainment
Emma Mann ami Mre. F. A. Danforth.
A. S.
Hon.
Freeland
Howe,
Réception—Mre.
B. Cummlnge and Frank
Kim bail, Mre. 8.
Waldron.
..

was

a new

not

came oui υι tue

proposition

accepted,

tuuijr

iu

and the committee

to Rev. Selden Gilbert to serve
for one year. He remained through two,
however, when Rev. Nathaniel Gunnison
He came to Norway in '65,
was called.
was pastor four years, endearing himself
to all the people. During his stay the
church was raised and a hall put under,
named "Concert Hall," which too was
to serve the town for any legitimate purmovpose. He was very public spirited,
ing signally in establishing here a savings bank, and was its first president.
During his administration here there
was builded the parsonage, the meeting
a spire added to the
house was

applied

Hep Chef From

be persuaded to go with her? 'What!
Leave Paris? Never!' But she offered
him a salary that was Incredibly, preposterously high, and he went with

her.
"She had hardly settled her house
when she gave a dinner party that she
hoped would be sensational. Not one
dish was fit to be eaten. The liostese,
almost hysterical, after the gloomy
meal was over rushed to the kitchen
to And out whether the cook's art was a
matter of Parisian atmosphere, and

Both Rather Klippaat.
There Is a curious parallelism beof
tween two stories told respectively
the late Mr. Spurpeon and of Dean

Swift.

Mr. Spurgoon, on hearing of the devIn
astation wrought by an earthquake
to
Essex. merely remarked, "I am glad
at
bear that my county Is moving
lust."
The dean of St Patrick's, Dublin,
watching with a friend the roof
on which several men
at work fixing slates. Suddenly
one of the men vanished. Thereupon
the dean turned to his companion and
said, "I like to see a man go quickly
through his work."

building

were

repaired,
and the windows altered.
Turner, Danville, Poland, Freeport, be- cupola
the pastorates of Rev.
followed
Then
side being called to many an incidental
from 1869 to 1877, Rev. J.
a sor- L. H. Tabor,
had
Invoked
death
where
place,
A. Seitz, from 1877 to 1881, and Rev. W.
row that asked for assurance, for comW. Hooper, the present state missionary,
fort, for hope, above the dear dead.
1881 to 1884. In April, 1884, a call
A Sentimentalist.
Mr. Barnes continued to preach to the from
extended to Rev. C. E. Angell to
Johnny SIzzletop—Electricity Is a
society a part of the time up to the year was
reach at Paris and Norway. She came
of his death, which occurred in 1816.
/reut thing!
irectly from Pittefield the following
W-why, yes, but
As far as is shown by the incomplete
Willie Boerum
is the present inoumbent. Her
and
May
an
annual
he
received
reoords
compenhalf the fun pushing electric
Isn't
there
in
severed
with Paris was
sation ranging between $24.00 and $58.00. connection
folks' front doors that there
since when all her service has been buttons at
Yean after his death his remains were 1888,
old fashioned doorbells!—
the
has
Is
work
The
pulling
prosremoved to Norway Pine Grove Ceme- given to this place.
over 57 having been made mem- Brooklyn Eagle.
red,
lie.
now
where
they
tery
re of the ohuroh since 1896.
In March, 1799, fifteen persons, inDeceived.
In 1893, a large amount of repairing
cluding those whose names were signed was done
to the church. Memorial winEdith—You say old Mr. Goldley deto the document above quoted, formed
the members, till ceived Edith dreadfully about his age?
themselves into a regular society so that dows were supplied by
there was room for no more. Later the
Gladys—Yes, poor girl I After tbey
they might, under the law, draw back
was improved, the upright
was
from the town treasury any tax paid by parsonago
were married he confessed that he
addlifted to a two story size,
them for the support of preaching, and part being
of seventy-five.
Instead
sixty
and
only
to its convenience
this is the declaration of principles ing exceedingly
comfort.
whioh they signed:
Because you are better than the man
After enumerating some of the indi"We. the subscriber·. Inhabitants of Norway
not mean that you
were sources
you despise does
and adjacent towns, believing It to be the right, viduals and families who
of the strength and suooess of the church, are not worse than those who despise
as well as the doty of men tojolo In society, aod
pubUcklv at stated time· and seasons, unite In Miss Angell closed thus:
yo·.—New York Press.
the worship of the only living and true God, and
Now, the whole of these people, folas some of as have made voluntary provision foi
the enpport of a publlck teacher of piety, re lowing down through the cycle of years,
Tomorrow Is not elastic enough In
Uglon and morality, we do agree to establish an who have been mentioned as true and
annual meeting; and also to appoint other so
to press the neglected duties of
which
besidet
necessary toi faithful supporters and helpers,
(ftety sseeOnn as shall be thoufht
the peace aad good order of the society. W( others signally honorable ana abiding ; today.

S

G

fected

—

It will be pleasing information for wearers of Queen
Shoes to learn that their favorite footwear won

Quality

the Gold Medal at the Pan-American

as

Exposition.

follows:

President, George A. Curran, Calais.
Secretary, Clarence B. Rnrlelgh, Au eue ta.
Treasurer, William H. Dow. Portland.
It was voted to raise $2,500 as Maine's
share and committees were chosen to get
the amount.

Shoes for Women

H. T. Mclntyre, St Paul, Minn., who
has been troubled with a disordered
stomach, says. "Chamberlain's Stomach
aDd Liver Tablets do roe more good than
anything I have ever taken." For sale
by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South

previously

had

the distinction of

won

being

the

most famous shoes in the world and of having the

largest

sale.

The immense volume of patronage bestowed
Noyes Drug
undoubtedly been due to a number

Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Store, Norway.

these shoes

on

has

A Trifle

Tbe Homelleat Mian In Pari·

Mannish.

ALBANY.

Z. A. Hill to

$ 100

Stephen W. l.lbby,
CANTON.

C. C.
L. E.

100

Ellis, Jr., to L. W. Smith,
Lucas to C C. Ellis, Jr.,

110

MEXICO.

100

M. S. Raymond to J. L. Howard,
A. E. Stearns to J. A. Glllls,
A. E. Stearns toWm.F. Mitchell,
C. I. Howard et al to Carl Nyburg,

1C0
100
loo

MILTON.

Benj. Moody to Mellen Abbott,

225 00

P. N. Haskell to Β. M. Allen,
Κ. M. Allen to A. J. Stearno,
M. E. Ilodgdon to J. L. Partridge et

250 00
209 45
1(0

NOBWAT.

al,

OXFOBD.
Chas. L. Bray et al to S M. Brldgham,
W. E. Perkins et al to E. D. Hooper,

1600 00
100

Emma Faunce to Fred Wllklns,
Albion Taylor to Wm. R. Heniy,
C. H. George, admr., to J. 8. Vvright,

5V) 00
50 00
3700 00

FABIS.

It is the combination of Ease and
Elegance that has earned the Q een

Quality success and that constitutes
triumph of shoe One Price
From the
making.

Wefted Sole,

this

the

boot

sturdy

most

for

storm

Extension Edge,
Most popular
street boot of the

$3

dantiest dress creation
to

wear.

Oxford·

season.

Exact

94 50

Reproduction

of this

Styl»

Shoe.

J. F. PLUMMER,

WARM NIGHT GOWNS.

BUMFOKD.

150 00
100
1 00
300 «ι
1 00

C. F. Smith to M. G. Knight,
Geo. D. Blebee to A. A. Hall, Jr.,
A. A. Hall to Clara J. Hall,
J. A. Nile to Mabel Goding,
Adolphe F. Talbot to Arthernlse Talbot,
SUMNI'.K.

Bradeen to Ε. I. Brown,

C. T.

1300 00

BORN.
In Norway, Nov. 10, to the wife of Samuel
Walter Kimball, a son.
In Byron, Nov. II, to tbe wife of Frank A.

LADIES:
If you have

Dolloff, a son.
In Bryant's Pond, Nov., to the wife of Erneet
derrick of Nreeuwood, a daughter.
In South Wakelleld, Ν. H., Nov. 12, to the wife
of George L. Walsh, a »ou. (Charles Brett.)
In Mexlc), Nov. 18, to tbe wife of Jas. Whynot,

✓

Outing-Flannel Night-Gowns,

ever worn

If you
you will surely wear them this Winter.
never have worn one, of course
the
least
haven't
you
idea of the comfort you are missing.
Our line is

a son.

In Canton, Nov. 18, to the wife of George G.
Cole, a eon.
In Locke's Mills, Nov., to the wife of R. E.
Emery, a daughter.
In Locke's Mills, Nov., to the wife of Harvey
Norton, a son.

larger than ever and prices are very
87c, $1.00, $1.12, $1.37, $1.50
according to quality and trimming.

reasonable.

and

50c,

MARRIED.

$1.75,

THOMAS SMILEY,

In North Parle. Nov. 18. by Rev. Seth Benson
Mr. I'ercf G. Berry and M lee Mary Ε. Ηοββ,
both of Arls.
In Mexico, Nov. 2, by J. L. Howard, Esq., Mr.
Abel Farrlngton, Jr., and M les Clara Ε. W hltney.
both of Mexico.
_

Eaatern

Telephone

NORWAY,

Connection.

MAINE.

DIED.
In South Paris, Nov. 19, Infant eon of Mr. an 1
Mrs. II. Walter Dennleon, aged β days.
In Itethel, Nov. 17, Mrs. Jane, widow of
•Jededlah Estes, aged 84 years.
In Norway, Nov. 9, Melva, Infant dau bter of
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Proctor, aged 10 weeks.
In Norway, Nov. 19, Azel Bumpus, aged 80

years.
In Norway, Nov. 24, Oliver Shackley, aged 64
years.
In Hartford, Nov. IS, Wilbur Bonney, aged IS
years.
In Wilton, Nov. 14, Robert Townsend, aged
79 years.
In Oxford, Not. 15, Mrs. Bertha Packtrd,
aged 32 years.
In Byron, Nov. 18, Fred A. Knapp, aged 45

to

do

CI 1

¥">

hleign

11

ANDREWS,

bells ! ;^™e.lowest
ΓΤ1

That I can prove to you
if you will call and price

for «aie a good pair of four-year-old
9In.; fairly well matched; Durham
grade; ox bandy.
LEANDER SWAN,
R. F. O. No. 1, South Paris.
I have

N.

JAMES

For Sale!

ALBERT E. DEAN,
South Parle, Me.

PROBATE NOTICES.

To all persons interested In either of the estâtes
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court held at Rumford, In ami fur
the County of Oxford, on the 2d Tuesday of Nov.,
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and one, the following matter having been
the action thereupon hereinafter
presented for
Indicated, It le hereby Oruerku :
Tnat notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
in
said
County, that they may appear at a
Paris,
Probate Court to be held at said Parle, on the
third Tuesday of Dec., ▲. D. 1901, at nine of thp
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon li
they see cause:

FAVOR,

SOUVENIRS

CHARLES L. BLACK, late of Canton, deceased. Petition for the appointment of John
P. Swasey or some other suitable person as
administrator presented by William E. Dresser,
a creditor.
SETH ΒΛΒΒ, late of Peru, deceased. Peti-

personal estate

allowance out of
Dolly K. Uabb, widow.

pre-

tented by
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
1 true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

1VOOD,

W \TEK

PLATINE AQUARELLES,
Blue Prints

Delivered FREE within 200 iMlles of Hostcn,

$225.
OnlyPAYMENTS
EASY

of $15 down and ζ a month until paid I'
for. We believe it is i.he best piano
it
ever sold for $225, and we warrant
an Ivers·
fully, but, of course, it is aot
& Pond. It would be cheap at $275, and

much inferior instruments arc frequently
sold at from $3501'> $400. Cash buying
in carload lots and a narrow selling marpurgin make our price possible.theWe
natural
warerooms
pose making our
as
they
market for pianos at all prices,
hive always been for highest grade
mailed
of
lianes. Our list
piaao bargains
Write to-day.
ree.

?

Ivers & Pond pc"Γ

e

1:

.le is

promise

a

not

I

of

dis-

MAINE.

iVEV

WANTED.

We want twenty-live able bo<tie«l men to work
for us In the woods thle winter. Hood pay an·!
bteaily work for the right men. Apply promptly
at our office at South Paris.
PABIS MANUFACTURING CO.

PROBATE NOTICES.

To all persona Interested In either of the EstaU·κ
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the thiol Tuesday of
Not·, In the year of our Lonl one thousand
nine hundred and one. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicate·!, It In hereby Οκυκκκυ :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to bo
the Oxpublished three weeks successively In at
South
ford Democrat, a newspuper published
tliat
they may appear at a
Pari·, In said County,
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Doc-, A. I). 1901, at » of the
c'ock In the forenoon, anil be heanl thereon If

future.

There will be no dull
evening· for our readers while this story Is

running.

PARKER'S

hair balsam

^v_'^ti5feeiÎLve^
ft lonnftn growxa»

1

Every Woman
MARVEL Whirling Spray
«at-MuM CoQTrnwei
hr

they see cause.
JOSEPH C. CUM MINGS, late of Parts, deceased. Will and |>etltion for probate thereof
presented by Kmma S. Cummlngs, the executrix
therein named.
CAROLINE B. WHITEHEAD, late of Paris,
deceased. Final account presented for allowance; also petition for distribution of balance
remaining In his hands presented by Moses P.
Stiles, executor.
CATHERINE C. 8TUAKT, late of Oxford,
deceased. First account presented for allowance by Koscoe F. Staples, administrator.
JAMES G. DAVIS, late of Woodstock. <le-

ceased. First account presented for allowance
by Ml not L. Whittle, administrator.

SARAH D. MARTEN, late of Greenwood,
deceased. First a< count ρπ-sented for allowance
by William Π. Marten, executor.

WILI.I Α Μ Ε. SKILf.lNGS, Ja.. and MARJoKIE SKI I.LINUS, wards, of Bethel. Fir*
an l dnal account presented for allowance by
William E. «killing», guardian.
LUCT A. RARKOWS, late of Parts, deceased.
Will and petlUoa for probate thereof preseotc·!
fur allowance by Edgar F. Harrows, the ex-

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 ForbM, South Pari·.

Oculist.

up stock.

NORWAY,

with the charm-

Cluiuu
Promote·

patterns and clean

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

Would you like to read
the story ? We believe you
would. Therefore we shall
publish it serially in our
columns, beginning in the
near

to close out odd

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Far from it.

appointed.

—

[ Wool Carpets

Tin.· jutl-or's name is a
guar::::tee of its fulfillment.
are

OS

—

absorbing story.

And readers

Maine.

A LOW PRICE

By JULES VERNE
Ti

Norway,

-

the Czar..

an

Pillows,

Supplloa,

The Courier
of

114 and 116 Boylston St., Boston.

TENNEY,

MEDALLIONS

on cloth and made up in Sofa
Glove Cases, Cushions, Ac.

Libby,

Miss

delighted
ing story.

THIS PIANO, WUncKr^-JSurt,

COLORS,

PHOTOS.

They are more than pleased:
they are entertained and

ocwyb

,

Ι1ΝΓ

published

I b·*· for « J· p·*· iro·»
old, ftteo two ihoroogbbrH

lu »wo ««nth
TorteM»· »w*r pi*

Ο. K.curroED.

South Ρ ni»

sheep

ecutor therein nawad.

es·

Ptiii.

of the Chicago
la a; b»r
Cm to to my Mitan ivl *ro eow
Ey·, Mar, Nom aad Throat
CoIImi.
three «beep <Waer cm Ηβτ» them by ρητΙβ
17.
UDec.
NORW
AT,
μμΛ
W1U be al KLM HOUSE,
I property
DUDLEY.
At Brldgton ο Otoe Doc. 10, 11. At Rua fan
Sooth PMto.
rails oflce Me. «, «.
Gradual·

offered you in bells.

ever

NORWAY, MAINE.

Amateur

STtND IN SOUTH PARIS.
I offer for sale my stand on Western Avenue
In South Paris, consisting of a story end a half
house, ell and subie, built new within a few
an
years, ami all In excellent repair; nearly
acre of land, with fruit trees and small fruits.
Running water In the house from a bill-side

DR. AUSTIN

t

I

Propr. of the Tucker Harness Store,

_

an

T") 11
JJ 011S

J_ 0(]j ]H

my bells. I bought direct
from the factory and can sell you the best trade

BURNT

steers, β ft.

tion for

THE BEST BELLS

I

general

STEERS FOR SALE!

spring.

1

·

91 MAIN STREET,

North Waterford, Me.

Ι'ογΙμ.

"An American woman," pays the BosJournal, "who lived In Tails v.*as
famous for lier cook. Her dinners were
popular and celebrated, and the conversation was largely a tribute to the chef.
The day came when she should return
to the United States. Could the cook

of a

Medal!

meeting

ton

was-

Gold

of the Maine Auxiliary of
the McKinley Memorial Association was1
held at the council room at the Capitol
last Monday and organization was per-

υ»,

of terms, which

The

smartweed.

even

A

Situation Wanted.

interring

nr. snow

them.

up the

Music—Frank Klmbal
»
Committee—Delia Noyce. Mi*. a». A.
Alios Oxnard,
Bennett, Elizabeth
Mrs. Jamee Danlorth and Honor Gurney.
Gen. Levi Hubbard, the first signer of
the original subscription paper for the years.
support of Mr. Barnes' preaching, was
represented at this centennial by three
generations of descendants-a granddaughter, Mrs. Mary R. Marble; her
Situation wanted
daughters, Mrs. O. A. Thayer and .1rs.
J. Pierce; and her granddaughter, Mrs. housework.
MRS. O. L.
E. G. narlow, all from Paris Hill.
Food

years.
In 1849 Rev. Edwin F. Quimby came
and preached more or less for two years.
Rev. John L. Stevens was called in
1850, during whose pastorate the meeting house was remodeled, an organ put
in and the revised building rededicated,
with Mr. Stevens Installed as the resi- then, and only then, she discovered
He remained until ;>4, that her famous chef had never cooked
dent pastor.
when he beame editor of the Kennebec a dinner for her In Parle; that he had
Journal, and entered upon a notable got It all from a world famous boulecareer as journalist and diplomat.
vard restaurant."
After Mr. Stevens' retirement, the soRev.
while.
a
for
was
supplied
ciety
Ittfnaorlal Earth.
Russell Streeter preached a few «mes,
In 1855 they
In the whole catalogue of "chemialso Rev. D. T. Stevens.
the
gave a call to Rev. J. W. Tord, who re- cals, minerals and rare elements,"
mained three years. During his service prices of which are quoted every week
there were thirty new member added
by trade journals, perhaps no name is
and in the annual meeting of 1858 it was, more
puzzling to the uninitiated than
the
for the first time, voted to invite
earth." Still, If one knows
"Infusorial
ladies to become members of the society.
about
much
dynamite be Is aware that
J.
Rev.
He was succeeded in 1858 by
as an abC. Snow, so lately deceased and so la- this le the stuff employed
and sorbent to hold the nitroglycerin of
He spent five
mented.
valuable years here; much beloved and that famous explosive. It was Nobel,
well sustained, for there was a large ac- the great Swedish engineer, who
cession of members to the society, most founded a number of attractive prizes
of whom (he told me) were taken In by
to encourage scientific progress, who
His engagement here was
immersion.
first discovered the trick by which
that he should live at Paris Hill, where
could be safely handled.
he was Instrumental in having a church nitroglycerin
of the
built, which to-day stande active only in Infusorial earth Is composed
its subordinate functions. He served as slllclous shells of minute vegetable
chaplain of the Twenty-third Maine Reg- organisms, diatoms which reveal woniment during its term of service. During derfully complicated and beautiful
his absence Rev. Zenas Thompson was Structures under the microscope.—New
invited to preach.
York Tribune.

made

and

Norway.

gathered
building
society
subscription
voluntary
proprietors
place

rule,

of things—the beautiful leathers, handsome models, great
variety of styles,
A a wol! as tbe bandeomeft, an>l other· are Inlaymen vited to call on any druggist and get free a trial
to suit all types of feet, and the
shapes
bottle of Kemp's Balsam for tbe Throat and
Lungs, a remedy that is goarantccd to care and fact that the
Congregational relieve
price was $2 less than th.»t
all Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, I
Bronchitis and Consumption. Price 25c. and 80c. demanded
for similar
values, but
Brooks,
D.,
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
chiefly because of their
Norway;
J. HASTINGS BEAN, BEOI8TEB.

meeting.
spects
speakers expressed
prominent thought
feelings,

buying
meeting
put

Cummings
portion
I during the week looking after the Arm's ing of the liberal faith here, for these early years are incomplete, and it is the
estates are well nigh contemporary, so Memoirs of
I new industry.
Sylvanus Cobb, D. D., which
Frank Hurd's hunting trip in the lake that a little of the history of the first shows that from the death of Mr. Barnes
vicinity was successful. He brought two will easily be as a factor in the di- in 1816 until 1820 the Norway pulpit was
rection of the latter situation which is
I home a fine deer.
morning.
supplied occasionally by Rust, Harwell
Kev. t. υ. rnaver, υ. v., rrcsiumg
The banquet given Adj.-Gen. Richards the main subject of our address." She and Streeter. Mr. Cobb himself, a naΓ-incipal E»ton 01 ιηβ η1ζηΛϋμυι' Elder of the Portland District, has been at Portland
was
atthe
of
then recounted briefly
coming
Tuesday evening
tive of Norway, while a theological
u lieutenant in Co. C of Auburn, secured for the
popular course of lectures tended by Maj. B. F. Bradbury, Capt. J. John Murray, the pioneer Universalist,
the village school and
ittended the banquet given to Adjutant- and entertainments to be given im- W. Nash and Lieut. A. J. Stearns, of to America in 1770, when he preached student, taught
supplied the pulpit most of the time
Richard» »<
at the I this
a little obscure place
at
the
his
first
sermon
after
holidays,
mediately
place.
during the winter term beginning in
House in Portland Tuesday ni^ht.
Methodist church. Dr. Thayer was conJ. A. Walker has moved from the in New Jersey called "Good Luck," and November, 1820.
J
our educational I
to the organization of the first Universalist
with
Brook
Mrs.
Water
and
fifteen
of
Mr.
nected
Cold
near
sons
twin
the
years
of
One
In 1828 the society was desiring a
Sawyer place
illness wsa work in the South, and is now one of our I the Hamilton place at Steep Falls.
society in Gloucester under him in 1780. larger house of worship, and the house
Walter Dennison, whose
Only a few years later, in 17S6, the then occupied was sold to the Baptist
J. H. Symonds, superintendent of the
noted last week, died on Tuesday, after most gifted preacher*.
I B. F. Spinney factory, has hired the beginnings of Norway were made, when society then flourishing, and moved
l't«It appears that H. G. Fletcher's BosMerritt Welch house on Main Street and five men—Joseph Stevens, Jonas Ste- across the street, the Universalists reon Wednesday, with a service of pra>er ton
trip was not entirely "for the fun of I will move his family there at once.
vens, Jeremiah Hobbs, Amos Hobbs and
taining an equal right with the purchasby Kev. Mr. Karasdell.
it," as he has purchased and brought
The following is a list of First Regi- George Lessly—came into the wilderness ers for one year.
The new meeting
Two more good bucks came into the home a beautiful 4-year-old mare, fresh ment men who
qualified with score: and made what preparation they were house was built on the site of the old, in
nliL-e Tuesday.
They belonged to Oil- from the sunny South, and of royal I
able in order that their families might 1829.
Ezra Beal, a most active member
SHARPSHOOTERS.
This mare is a daughter of
nan 11. Penlev. who, with two others, breeding.
The
be brought out, the next spring.
of the society, prepared the plans and
200 τ<)·. S00 600 Total
hv. been on a hunting trip to Stone ham. Tennessee Wilkes, sire of Koan Wilkes,
of
these
and
labors
121
39
43
39
sturdy superintended the erection.
hardships
VIaj. B. r. Bradbury,
123
One >«f the bucks was a large one, weigh- 2:04 1-2, Mazette, 2:04 1-4, and other very Capt.
46
41
36
J. W. Nash,
pioneers, and the courage and determiIn the Oxford Observer for Oct. 0th,
108
36
34
38
The same afternoon fast ones. Her dam is by Locomotive, a Lieut. Wjlfre<l Perkins,
in- -11 pounds.
were
that
nation
they displayed,
graphic- 1829, there was a very congratulatory
121 ;
41
42
Mr. Fletcher's mare Meut. Η. Β. Raton, Co. C, SS
six deer came down on the train and son of Tom Hal.
shown.
38
111
38
»
ally
account of the "New and elegant meethas a 3-year-old sister that showed a Sergt. S 8. Maxim,
went to Norway.
121
3*
42
41
Rust bonght of the
In 1789 one
Joseph R* tel Iff,
On her looks Corp.
ing house of the Universalist Society,
mile in 2:18 this fall.
39
35
36
1101 government ofHenry
Prlv. F. A. Hayden,
a tract of
Massachusetts
fro™
deer
F'.ur more
35
36
35
she is all that could be desired.
Prlv. H. B. Karris,
1061 land which included what had been built of good material, finished in the
br.,.-h>totowo 1»« week·
best manner and handsomest style. The
FIRST-CLtSB MARKSMEN.
taken up by these' first comers and his
An interesting letter just received
lon-.-.l one each to Herbert M. Tucker.
65
38
27
Ρ Barnes,
architect, Mr. Ezra Beal, spared no
C.
M.S..
Q.
from western China will be read at the Serirt. W. W «heen,
62 name was given the settlement being
25
37
Ra'nh Sturtevant, Gerald
ing a
or expense in doing his worli
62
next
31
31
He built pains
now known as "Rustfield."
Sunday S-rgt. H. H. Cole,
The ooe Wing .hot «. Baptist missionary meeting
Moi>o>
63
faithfully,
honoring himself in its qual28
35
of
Mu-,
Neil
Cross,
from
that
and
a saw mill and grist mill,
evening. It recounts the experiences
i.
63
Mr. Ichabod Bartlett, the contractor
2»
pound buck with 9-point antlers
40
ity.
Prlv rwl Fox.
his
to
in
until
settlement
that
a medical missionary returning
throve,
73 time
36
37
on, of the largest, if not the very largest,
Prlv E. P. McAllister,
for the material, procured it all of good
61 March of 1797, an act of incorporation
31
80
tield after the riots of last year. The Prlv. D. M. Fox,
that has been brought in this year.
quality, to the entire satisfaction of the
70
35
35
on the
Prlv. L. M. Cox.
tracts
of
address
short
when
these
will
a
contiguous
passed
pastor
give
The society lias a patent
committee.
Two .leer which came down on the
MARKSMEN.
land severally known as Rustfield, the steel bell
subject "One of the Mirac'es of Missions;
procured through the agency
26
train Saturday were tagged with the the Work of John Williams in the South ^rjt. S. B. Whitman,
Lee Grant, Cummings' Gore, the Waterof Asa Barton—a bell of the finest de35
One was
Corp. S Ν. Marston,
name of C W. Shaw.
ajargc Seas." Special music will be provided Corp.
ford three tiers and Rust's Gore, com33
most excellent tone, and is
Β. H. Porter,
burk which would weigh from 1*0 to fo the
in all about 25,000 acres, in- scription,
29
A cordial invitation to Mus Jameson Finney,
prehending
meeting.
heard six or eight miles away. The pews
35
2C-·. and the other a
II.
who
are
W.
DeCoster,
all
Pri-.
and
clusive of several beautiful ponds
be present is extended to
are all sold, the whole business con33
yearling. Thev came from W est Bethel, not attendants upon the other religious Prlv. M. ( hapman,
creeks, this later became absorbed in the ducted without the least difference be28
Prlv. J. Talllon,
Id it is understood that they vre^ ehoa services
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Pianos and

PILLS

3SO.—Diamond·.
L-i A letter. 2. Three-fifthe of cameo.
S. Confined in a cage. 4. Wasted by want
6.
5. Resembling meal.
or suffering.
Not moist. 7. Δ letter.
-Alabama.
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II.—1. In brag. 2. Part
K. To blacken. 4. To do. 5. A letter.
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of the stomach and liver.
Beecham's Pills will quickly restore Female·
to complete health. They promptly remove aay
obstruction or irregularity of the system. For a

Piano Stools,

Ho. 3B1«—A

Impaired Digestion, Sfcfc !
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses vili vork woo- |
der* upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening the
Muscular System, restoring the long-lost Com· I
plevion, bringing back the keen edge of Appetite, J
mod araaaia· mrith thm Rmmmbmd mi
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-AND-

otrtmwmmm thmif v· UKe/aMy rm~ j
inwaerf. These are facts admitted by
thousands, ia all classea of society, aad one (
of the best guarantees to the Nervous tad
Debilitated ia that Bcecham'a Pills have the I
Largest Sale of any Patent Medicine ia the i

Books.

World.
This has been achieved
Without the publication oi testimonials
Beecham's Pills have for many years been
the popular family medicine wherever the
English language ia apoken, and they now ataad
without a rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.

-AT-

Reasonable Prices.
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elegant flea mon·, "Got.
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Fnuik.llη W h.trf, l'ortland, and India Wharf,
Boeton, at 7.00 P. M dally, Sunday » excepted.
and

What popular modern novel la her· Illustrated?—Nvw York Journal.

AT

Theee rteaaarr· meet ptenr dt-uand of modern
Meant «ht υ aerrtce In naftrty, «peed. comfort an·)
luxury of traTeilnjj.
Lowell.
Through tickets for ProrHence.
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. r. 1.1 SCO MB, Genera: Manager.
T. M. Rart!«t, Agent.

Mm. m-A Ck···· »t Ralarat.
1. Carry an artk-lc of wearing apparel
to hooiv out· who Hth near you. and you
will bar· the whole community la your

Hobbs'

ricinlty.
2. Carry an article of wearing apparel
to a place of trade, and the building will

Variety

once be stocked with similar artifice.
3w l'ut an article of wearing apparel
be*ide newspaper announcement <as It la
usually abbreviated), and It will become

at

Store.

TOY GRAPHOPHONL

speech.

a

4. l'lace an artici· of headgear ou a
certain km·! of grain, and it will become
a freak of fancy.

We have many pattern» that will

paper and border your
50

for

room

aea^iftscm.
A well known name;
Head changed, 'twill fram·
To linger, it Is aaid;
Again change for me;
Then you will see
It will b· now to wed.
so.

cent·.

Thousand· of roll· from
2 1-2 to 10 cent·

ere

roll.

off my bead.
I am α dish;
And I will be a bird instead.
cut

Ho. .105.—Distribution of tk·

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
Are the Best remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippa. They break up a Cold
quickly, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the svstem. Guaranteed to cure.
Try them. <£> cuita. For sale by

rUYS Β ν NO Ml SIC

nmis *01 m β boost

Bims

Send $1.50 and the TOY

be

delivered eipresuqe prepaid.

tr A. Shurtleff A Co.; A. Duller, Bryant's
Ortn Stevens, Oxford.
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4. Fart of the face in a certain color.
5. Fart of the body in a certain game
played by two persons only.
β. Fart of α limb In a kind of screw.
7. Fart of the body in a division of
land.
8. Fart of the body In a certain tree.
9. Fart of the entire body in part of a

Pond;

Nasal

164 Tremont St., BOSTON

tree.

0ΑΤΑΠΩΗ

10. Fart of a limb in a certain terrestrial. air breathing gastropod sometimes
found in our gardens.
11. Fart of the face in "assurance."

Ely's Cream Balm
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the diseased metuurane.
It core-» catarrh aad dri ee
away α cold ia tto head

They work easy, make a smooth sur-1
face, snd any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany I
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
jkbeorhent and can be kept bright and [
by wipiug with a damp cloth,

|

on't j»ay fancy prices when your dealer will
dsh you "Sat-ums Interior Enamels" at t'

price

Is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
Cremr
tiic ♦nerak>race &r.d is absorbed. Relief ie immediate and a cure follows. It is sot drying—does
iot produce 3DCVZÙ1J. Large Size, 60 eents at Drog-

Made by Heath &

Milligan M'f'g

second on the hawthorn near
Were trilling forth a tune.
And gentle Lucy deigned to hear
Their merry music soon.

My
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or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BKOT1LBKS,5β Warren Street, New York.

as

niture."

Fair Lucy, standing on the lawn.
Some thought of sorrow nursed,
And, heedless of the lovely morn,
She softly breathed my fibst.

quickly.

ordinary paint.
"How to |
FREE Color card and our booklet,
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New FurDe
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Every Horseman Knows

CH41VDLER,

Builders' Finish I

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

if In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Tine LumOutside work, send In your orders
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

that it is foolish to abuse a
willing horse. It is more
foolish to abuse your stomach
and the pains of indigestion
will soon prove thai to you.
If you are finding it out for
yourself, try a bottle of the

|
|

Mau hed Hard Wood Floor Boar le for sale.

E.
West

W.

Sumner,

and be cured.

CHANDLER,
.....

No. 357.—KlnffS.
The king of the kitchen.
Three kings of the harvest
The reflecting king.
The jesting king.
The indolent king.
The moneyed king.
The king of the cradle.
The Krateful king.
The observant king.
"The eolemn old king who when
life's labor ends.
To the disposal of each worker
gravely attends."
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nrou rcnford falu miiwcifju. courr,
β. wiuiiD Joanox, judo a.
n. Iatox. Hquor,
$ 4M
899
latox. HqaoT,
io 41
Boochiar,.
..

coïS^al'^^rL-ClIIlll."!!
Iatox.

say

What did the soldier do when yon said
thatr
"Oh! He goed."

Imé,

Iatox.

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
IN

30 Superb Octavo Volumes.

latox. liquor,.
THE BILLS OF NEW TORE.
Iatox. *qaorC™""Iimrrn7r M Μ
749
This yonng lady ia frank In admitting
Howard/.
7 9B
Iatox. Itqaor..
that she owes her proud title to the ass
449
Iatox. llqaor,...
Df Dr. Rand's Family Remedy. It gave
19 04
Trstaat.
449
her that heaot'fal and rosy ootaplexJon,
I Bio*. ll<juor_
It 49
Millar.IVTTTL
that queenly form which make· her the
4
broad stripe in 35th row. After this
Iatox. liquor......
of all womankind.
9
Iatox. ttaoor....
there will be no more increasing in the MTjr
will do all
Ν
Dr.
Rand's
—
Remedy
Family
Kaaaar
back. Knit 8 rows of pattern.
9
Coaaor
It will clsar
end
this
more for you.
44th Row. Purl 1, knit 2 together,
those plmplee sad black hssds
9
lata·.
knit 1. Knit across row according to sway
fron yoar face and give that beantifol
10
9ma.7.
pattern until within 3 stitches of eod, Bosh of hea'th to yoar oomolexlon. It
knit 2 together, purl 1.
cures all stomach trochlea, strengthens
Decrease in this way in every row
sad purl flee the blood, removes oonstipswhen knitting on the outside or right
the liver and kidneys and
side of the sweater,—but not 00 the tioj, regalatee
tonee up the general system. That is
wrong side. Do this until 5 stitches are «bat this
remedy is for sad It doee the
taken off each end. This ends the dework. The use of a free sample package
creasing.
will convince yon of this fact.
»tl
MeNaaaaa,
Knit 42 rows according to pattern.
iC
Dr. Rand's Family Remedr is comMarpkT
THK XECK.
4M
latax.
For
Herbe
and
liquor..
of
Roots,
Celery.
posed
It*
Mltaaa
Knit and purl 24 stitches aocording to ■ale by F. A. Shartlefl A Co.; A. Dadtual jumcx, aua
pattern; bind off Id for neck; knit re- ley, Bryant's Pond; Orin Stevens, Ox- ΒΚΓΟΚΧ a. B. horusor,
FORD FALL*.
maining 24. Slip one of these sides on ford.
to a spare needle, and oontinae the pat"Jast one," he pleaded. "Only one?"
tern on the other side for 42 rows. Make
abe asked, coyly. "Only one," be said. mou uiwiun a. w*d*wo-th, tual
the other side to correspond.
JCITICI, HI RAM.
"Yon'll be satisfied with jast one little
tub rnorr.
9 t<*
Stolen goods,
one?" "Tee," he answered, drawing her Stale τ».
» II
Dooglaaa^
Cast on 74 cloeer. Bat at this she broke away. "In
Knit across shoulder.
nrou rxxD a. dxlaho, tual justice,
stitches. and knit pattern off the spare that case," she said
utare
coldly, "you
oxford.
reedle. Knit 12 rows of pattern then
terly lacking in the modern accumula-1 State va. Donahue,..
I IS 18
This is live
cast on 17 stitches on each end.
and
1!
that
prosperity,
brings
spirit
REFORX HOXWAT MUHICIFAL COURT,
fur width under the arm. Make the do not feel that my future would be
■. C. DAVIS, JUDOS.
front 48 rows from this point.
■afe in your hands."
9 IS 63
State va. Iatox. liquor,.
With the steel needles knit 18 stitches
18 M
Intox. liquor,
knit 3
14
Knit 2
_

times,
together
plain.
together 7 times, knit 4 together 8 times,
knit
2 together
knit 3 together 7 times,
14 times, knit 18 plain, making 84

(θ

stitches with rubber
up
needles, making the seam come under
the arm. Knit 72 rows according to
pattern. Then narrow in thé same way
on the edge, as was done on the back of
the sweater, until there are 64 stitches
on the needle.
Make the sleeve the
proper length and knit a two-Inch band
2 and 2 on steel needles for the cuff.
Sew up on wrong side.
This makes a low neck sweater which
is extremely pretty and comfortable,
some
but experience has suggested
changes. It can be opened down the
front by dividing the stitches and on the
left side adding eight stitches, knit plain
for fly. Sew up both sides in this case.
If the garment is wanted high neck
follow directions to the neck. Knit and
purl 24 stitches according to pattern,
bind off 18 for neck, knit 24. Knit 12
Cast
rows of pattern for each shoulder.
on 74 stitches for front and knit 30 rows
of pattern. Cast on 17 on each end for
the underarm part. Follow directions
from bere.
90

IS It
It 79
IS 69

Bolleu
lutox. liquor,

19 Î6
It SI

Polaad,
Hanaon,

stitches for band. Rib this as at be- Thia aigaatare ia on uverjr box of the gaoaise
tu>ms
ginning, 2 and 2, until 2 inches deep.
Laxative
Sew the seam on one side over and the remedy that rares ■ eold In <hm day State ra.
over, leaving the arm holes for sleeves.
Fasten the other side with hooks and
She (arrayed for the theatre)—"Sorry
run a to have kept you waiting so long, Mr.
eyes. With a worsted needle
thread around the neck to draw it into Spoonamore, but it has taken me longer
shape, and crochet a band very tight than usual to get ready. I look like a
about an inéh deep. This is pretty with fright in this hat, too." He (desirous of
a band knit 2 and 2, narrowed at the two eaying something complimentary)—"It
front corners to make it fit.
is not the—er—fault of the lovely hat,
I am sure, Mies Hankinson."
THE SLEEVES.
Pick

Dyer

Wentworth,
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PRICES AND TERMS:

cold in

Bromo-Quinine
one day.
No Cure,

(top coughing,

as

it Irritates the

sor-

lung»,

ud gives them no chance to heal.
$1.00 down and $3.00 j Foley's
CLOTH, $45.00 (formerly $64.50),
Honey and Tar cures without
**

F. A. SHURTLEFF 4

on or addi cas

CO., tout* Parte, M*.

.......

George Bollen,.

George Edwards,
Thoa. Smith,
Win. Donahue,

are

not a

IK-re'a

done their merit.

In the weed
J. W. Parker. carpenter
the P-tch'-nrg Car
tnraiag department οI aav«:
"In lite month
Maw.,
h
Pit.
burg.
•hope,
a prnlle»
of Pebraarr. I MM, I va· asked by
my
Mr.

«ho cal led on me to pnbli.'v give
What
ir
Kid: y 1
with I
in
ha»
I gave him for publication
was inu ν icwcd a
I
oar Fitch bur* pu-.icrs.
when
second time over two years ifterwanU Ever
foU 'wing:
I told my interviewer the
in the
aaa

experience

appeared

Bears the

urn «ομ β«τν.
nw enrura oMMn, η wmh tmn,

i
Fleeced, Wool

Patents

174

Night

A full line of Ladies' and Children's hosiery,
Fleeced and Wool.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether as
Invention la probably patentnblo. Communie»·
Hons strictly confidential. Handbook on Patente
sent free. Oldest upency for securing patenta.
Patenta taken throuuh llunn & Co. receive
iptcial noiic, without charge, in the

—

...

robes from 50 cents up.

HOSIERY—

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

What Ails
that Child?

Ready-made

and Cotton.

OUTING FLANNE3L

TRADE MARK·

GEORGE M. AT WOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.

Signature of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

1110
1110
174
ill 45
11 Î5

always

Tbe Kind Toi Hare Always Bought

represented."
Doan'· Kidney Pills for sale by ail
dealers; price 50 cents a box. Mailed
on receipt of price by Foeter-Mi.buru
Co., Buffalo. Ν. Y., sole agent· for the
United State·.
Remember the name—Doan'»—and
'take no other.

198

TJp to-IDate MILLINERY
JLt

MRS. E. A. HOWE'S,
Market

Paris, Maine.

South

Square,

Bears the

CASTORIA For Infants and ChSdren.
Tin Klfld You Haw Alwajs Bought

*

y/fs

of""

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

...

....

CASTORIA

ostium·

finee my original M.ite-itnt apKarfd
η re.citedly
Pitchburg pa[.er*. I h..\e beiwhere
I work,
asked by people in the *li<>pa
at
my h< ί*« if
entiers
a:id
by
on the street,
wished
of.en
I
the aaid statement weir true.
allowing my n.tnie
it were in Halifax, and in
LKai.'s
kidney
of
to appear as an endorser
I want it t!iorPilla during the coming renr,
thai they proved of great
oughly understood
can c mbenefit and from my e*r*r,c,,r* 1 tnc·! L iac
atcnt
arientiousty say they arc otic ι
do as
to
can dtpcud
upon which people

174
1410
174
6 80
7 85
11 00

*·

«r* hiit
Um> hmlth of
Ex perlaient.

nbnitnt* for Cantor Oil, IW
llaf Bjmp·. It In PlrtMnl. It
Oplam, Morphine nor other Nermtie
Ita as· la I ta gwaraatw. It destroy» Worm*
FeverhhncM. It cart· Diarrlura ami Hiinl
Colic. It relieve· Tecthlac Trouble*, cure*» Conntlp«ii.,n
aad Flatulency, It aaaimllatea the Food, nfulai««« tlm
ntomerh aad Bowela, |ivln| healthj and natural νΙ<*|».
The Chlldrea'a Panacea The Mother'» Friend·

Scientific American.

.......

use a

Quaker Range?

&m£h,

maining half, then knitting the

half.

Sloan,..

Adolph Bluner, Grand Mound, la.,

This is done every 12 rows and is effective. When this is done the increasing
on the back is done when the cable twist
is made. I have seen one recently with
5 cable twists down the back, 7 down
the front, and 3 on the outside of each
sleeve, the rest of the sweater was knit 2
and 2. This was made of a bright
scarlet for a dark-haired girl. I have
also seen them knit and purled so as to
make a small check. I am unable to
give directions for this, but doubtless
an experienced knitter could easily do it.
White, scarlet, and forest green are
the popular colors, while a pretty gray
is very useful. Sometimes they are buttoned up the front with tiny brass buttons. But whatever the fastening or the
color they are warm and useful, and a
much-desired article of apparel for
young girls—and pretty old girls too.

Bride
Martel!,
BelUno,
Intox, liquor,

writes: "I have used Foley's Honey and
and think it is the best
Tar in my
cough cure on the market I would not
be without it in my home, as there is
nothing so good for coughs and colds.—
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Orin
Stevens, M. D., Oxford,

family

Seymour Webb, Moira,

Ν.

Y.,

writes:

....

Bring·,

Garrett,
Buckle

Dunham,

Douglaaa,.
Conroy
Wood,
Gould

"What did you give the man who saved your life?" "I gave him, of course,
all the money I had by me—about $5.
Fortunately, I had just deposited $50 in
the bank!"

Morriaêo,

Gonya
Grand Trunk By
BEFORE
State

vs.

....

162
48 53
11 70
7 60
1160
9 99
80
80
62
19 20
124
30
80
ft
80
3 24

ΓITS
M

■
■

...I 20 44

.....

18 30
42 84
41 62
32 20

....

_

——

....

......

|

and

one

cially my friends among the trainmen,
irho are usually similarly afflicted."—F.
i. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens, M. D.,

and one-half cups of water;
cook ten minutes from
boiling all over. Do not stir

closely and
the time of

GOOD i* AN WANTED

Shell, blanch and boil the chestnuts
twelve minutes. Mash, moisten with

[] tall size
J

>ur

Toe eaa

make your bar·

naaa sa soft as a glove
and as tough as wlrs by

druggist here.

Mbs. W. B. Daniel.

Work,

care

of

horse,

gasoline confined in a celhas twice the explosive force of a

1 >arrel

of

Harness Oil

gunpowder.

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
rake Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
ΓΟ

Ill druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
ails to cure.
m each box. 25c.
F. A. Shurtleff A

auksaa voer looking harnass like new. Made of
yan. bMTj bodied oil. ee>
Facially prepared to with·
euadthe waoihar.

Bold everywhere
In eans ell Blase

Jo.

"I think that's an exoellent idea," renarked the new boarder, as he finished
ds soup. "Ah," said Mrs. Starvem,
'not used to beginning your dinner with

above.

oup, eh?" "8oup? I thought it was hot
rater to prevent dyspepsia."

Very hard shelled squashes like the
dark green Hubbard variety, may be
TOR HOARSENESS.
split in small pieces and oooked in the
shell. Remove the seeds before oookBenj. Ingerson, of Hutton, Ind., says
ing, and when the squash is tender, ] te had not spoken a word above a
scrape all the pulp from the shell and. rhisper for months, and one bottle of

Rail b) STAWUU ML CO.
We

are

headquarter·

for

Foil M and Fertilizers.

We can show you some of the best swivel and
land side plows in the market, both la steel and
wood bee m a Wean

Disc, Spading and Spring-tooth Har-

Dry, mealy squashesj ] foley's Honey and Tar restored his
considered better than the watery, , roioe. Be sore you get Foley's. —F. A. rows, Corn Planters, Cultivators, &c.
"Mamma," began little Edith, who varieties. The latter should be pressed! ( lhartleff à Co. ; Orin Stevens, M« D., Ox·
We an also senate for the
\ tad been seeking information all the through a cloth strainer before addlngi j ord.
Walter A. Wood Harvesting Machinery.
want
"I
to
uk
just
you—" the seasoning.—Qood Housekeeping.
norniiig,
We have In stook three fun ear loads of FerSolemnity and stupidity are sisters; ttBaen.
Ό, Edith!" interrupted the weary
We earry four of the leading brands.
"don't
ask
so
Paraffin wax is often used in starch to lie favorite refuge of the dnll is dignity.
nother,
many questions.''
A.
W. Walker*8m,
said
the
little
tha
make
i
'But, mamma,"
inquirer, give it added lustre and to
her Usees
'if I don't ask questions what can I work of
easier. Kerosene oil 1ft I The girl who gives away
Ironing
I
1 leldom has any stolen.
Mar. U· 1ML
mkt"
sometimes nsea in washing.
are

J1

Doaorlptlon.

Every

The finest line of_

PNEUMATIC CARRIAGES

single, temperate man between
thirty and forty-five years of age, by
a man who will keep his summer
home open through the winter.

to

be found outside the cities.

H. P. MILLETT,

SOUTH PAR[S. MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

wood,

cow,

etc.

Reply giving particulars to
M. J. C., care Oxford Co.
Advertiser, Norway,

Me.

For Bale!

When Mavdole wit told that he made "a

pretty good hammer," he said, 'No, I don't
make a 'pretty good hammer,' I make the

beet hammer that ever uxu made."
Every carpenter who saw a Haydole hammer wanted one.
It was of the beat manever

A barrel of
ar

Of

A

terial, perfeotly balanced,

using EUREKA HarOil. tou can
leagtbe· Us Ufe-makalt
last twlos as long as It
ordinarily would.
■•as

Carriages! Carriages!

WANTED.

First

Soft
Harness

week at

a

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

in this town. Guaranteed salary of $25 per
Unices you
Must have reference.
week.
are In a position to talk business don't write,
Prefer
as this Is no wild speculative scheme.
married man who has been in the Insurance
Write to-day to New England
business.
South
Correspondence Schools, Dept. 8.,
Norwalk, Conn.

The stand on Pleasant Street,
Poplar delivered at my mill, South known as the
savage—"My! You seem to be
Asaph Witham place.
and
size
of
length.
in
civilisation?"
Second Paris,
regular
< tdvancing
CHESTNUTS A LA LYONNAISE.
THOMAS W. STILLMAN,
I've
lavage—"Well,
got far enough Will pay market price for same.
South Paris.
Shell, blanch and boil the ohestnuta , ihead to tell the difference between a
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris.
twelve minutes, or till soft. Drain and
bad
one."
and
a
;ood cigar
toss them about in hot butter in a chafing
dish with a bit of fried onion and serve
MAYOOLE'S HAMMER,
Convincing proof of the efficacy of
at once.
Sly's Cream Balm, the greatest of caCBenson'i Plaster It Pal·*· Matter.)
arrh remedies, is certainly cheap. A
BOILED CHESTNUTS.
Jt will jelly when cold and the
skins will be tender.
them.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Wanted.

Dxford^

WANTED.

SALESMEN WANTED

......

cover

«MM

our Interests
In Oxford and adjacent counties.
Salary or
commission. Address
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,

.....

—

NERVE RESTORER

We want twenty-five able bo«Ue'l men to work
for us In the woo<ts this winter. Good pay and
steady work for the right men. Apply promptly
at our office at South Paris.
PARIS MANUFACTURING CO.

.....

.....

Permanently Cursd bf

DR. KLINE'S BRIAT

U rit pattern* who par uprnui· oolr on diU»«ry.
Anunml Otrt. noi onlj umpor.rr r.Il«f. fer all *«rIHtritrt. KpllyxT. 8pa.ni·. K». Vila· Uaaca,
DaMHlT.Kihaa.ttoa. DR. R. II. KLINE, L4.
931 Arch Strset, Philadslphia. r«M UTL

SUPREME

Wm. Conroy
Chaa. Dunham
Elmer H. I η gal la,
Frank H. Bennett,
Ann Eliza Bicker.......

STOPPED FRKI

9Z TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
S'2

jflElT

JUDICIAL· COURT,
TRAVERSE JURT.

u,

7?

~
~
Urn dar
itt u·.
ViU after
«fier 0r«
Ne Kiu
No
CotuuUstion, jwrMUl or bv mail; Ii«uJm u4

^^1·

"I had been troubled with my kidneys
for twenty-five years and had tried several physicians but received no relief
ΒΕΡΟ RE ROMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
until I bought a bottle of Foley's Kidney
O. WILLIRD JOHNSON, JUDOE.
Cure. After using two bottles I was State va. Afton Gould J
$ 42 40
recomI
cured.
13 94
earnestly
Kara Hutchlnaon,...............
absolutely
7 44
Nora Hopkins,
mend Foley's Kidney Cure." Take only
11
79
H.
Frank
Bennett,
THANKSGIVING DISHES.
Foley's.—F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin
18 46
Jenkli» à McLain
M.
Oxford.
96
47
John
D.,
Stevens,
Summers,..
90 96
Chaa. K. Sanborn,
CRANBERRY SAUCE, SIFTED.
4161
Buckle
A.
that
a
Bacon—Did you ever notice
Harry
46 27
Wm. O'Donnell,
Pick over one quart of cranberrie», clam shuts
up tight?
18 «
Warren Cook,.
wash and cook them with one cup of
shuts
out a man never
18 61
Sam. Thompson,
Egbert—Tee;
water twenty minutes or till soft and all
2316
Chaa.
Dunham,
up when he's in that condition.
41 68
Wm. Conroy
broken. Rub them
through a hair
42 71
John Morrison
DrowalMM U dispelled by Buohaii's Pills.
sieve, add one pound of granulated
BEFORE NORWAT MUNICIPAL OOURT,
sugar, cook five minutes and turn into
Miss Highupp—"I think Miss GlobeH. C. DAVIS, JUDOE.
moulds. This will be more like a martrott ought to be ashamed of herself. State vs. Allen H. Garrett..........
$ 43 91
malade than a jelly and it is liked by
69 21
of
the
Dana
found
the
she
She
Ward,.
says
paintings
13 61
many tastee, becaurffe the seeds and skins old masters
Chaa. Crooker et al,
Miss
dreadfully
stupid."
13 19
A Iphonzo Allen
are removed.
do
Mies
others."
18
91
many
Wayupp—"So
Freeman B. Soule
CRANBERRY JELLY.
she
but
so."
says
Highupp—"Yes,
BEFORE ALBERT BENNETT, TRIAL JUSTICE,
OILEAD.
Cook the cranberries without water in
Teacher—"What is the meaning of the
a double boiler, till soft, or put them in
State vs. Matilda J. MayConnell,...
$ 17 88
Small Pupil—"It
word 'excavate'?"
2192
Elmer H. Ingalls
a preserving kettle with water to barely
686
H.
Teacher- "CorEltner
means to hollow out"
Ingalle
cover the oottom, and mash them as
9168
Joaeph
Gonya,
in
which
the
form
a
sentence
rect.
Now
86
as
29
fruit
as
soon
more
A
Iphonzo Penley,
they cook, adding
word is properly used." Smal Pupil—
13 21
Chaa. H. Coburn,
you have syrup enough to keep them "Stick a
in
a
and
will
he
exboy
pin
from burning. When all are soft turn
BEFORE ■. P. FAUNCE, TRIAL JUSTICE, OXFORD.
cavate."
them into a square of cheese oloth and
State vs. Edwards et ala,
Φ 20 78 I
squeeze out the juice. Allow an equal RECOMMENDS IT TO TRAINMEN. BEFORE LLEWELLTN A. WADS WORTH, TRIAL
meaeure of sugar and boil the juice and
JUSTICE, HIRAM.
G. H. Hausan, Lima, 0., Engineer L.
9 72 62 |
sugar five minutes then turn into wet E. & W. R. R. writes: "I have been State vs. Harry Morrill,
glasses and set away to cool.
troubled a great deal with backache. I BEFORE A, F. LEWIS, TRIAL JUSTICE, FRTEBURO.
$ 1166 |
CBANBEBBY SAUCE.
iras induced to try Foley's Kidney Cure, State vs. Ana Eliza Bicker,.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Put into your preserving kettle one ind one bottle entirely relieved me. I
Treasurer of Oxford County.
quart of cranberries, two cups of sugar gladly recommend it to any one, espe-

ausing a strain in throwing off the
thlegm like common cough expectorants.
1 Γ. A. Shurtleff A Co.;
Orin 8tevena,
mash thoroughly.
] i. D., Oxford.

<

.....

Clinton Poland,...».
Thoe 8ntton,
Joseph Boaa

Important to Mathers.
g—"rt— esrefaQy every bottle of CABTOBIA,
aaafasnd sers rasady for infants sad ehlldraa,

no

TO CURE A COUGH

...

kidney»—they

a nod

an

What I· CASTORIA

medicine— not an esp^tnent—
en·
they've been tested and tbooMtxW
a cm of it:

8TATE Or MAINE.
Codhtt or OxroKD.
tt
Couhtt Treasurer's Office,
8o.it h Paris, Maine, Not. 19,1901.
The following list containing the aggregate
amount of coats allowed In each crtmlnalcaae as A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I>rgeet elrSignature of
audited and allowed at the October term cuiatlon of any sclentlfle journal. Terms, S3 a
la Uaa Tor Over 80 Taars.
1901, of the 8upreme Judicial Court for saH year: four months, |L Sold by all newsdealer*,
County of Oxfonl and speolfylng the c urt or
Ds Bad Tea Bsvs Ahrsy· Bocgte
magistrate that allowed the same and before
whom the case originated la published In accordance with the proTlslona of 8ec. 19 of Chap.
"The banana peel joke seems to have 116 and of Sec. It of Chap. 186 of the HevUed
gone entirely out of vogue," remarked Statutea of the State of Maine :
the casual observer.
"That," replied
BEFORE SUPREME JUDICIAL· COURT,
the city official, who never misses a
GRAND JURY.
trick, "is entirely due to the efficiency of
vs. ΟοηΙΊ,
State
$ 10 56
the etreet cleaning department"
9 66
Brown
410
Sum mere,
The girl who refuses an offer of mar1 BO
Buc'ile,
much
180
is
surprised
O'Donnell,
very
usually
riage
16 42
Conroy,...
when the young man takes her at her
IS 44
Mo.rlron,
word.
14 98
Landry,
4 72
When a child U crow and Irritable or doll
Garrett,
6 84
and tired, when its sleep bt reetlese and its
Geo. A. Points, Upper Sandusky, O.,
Morgan
give It ο few doeea of
10 90
appetite variable
Dunham,
writes: "I have been using Foley's
True'· Pin Worm Elixir. If wonne
14 98
Bennett
and If
and Tar for hoarseness and find it
are the cause they will be expelled
Honey
6
72
Sanborn,
COLLAB.
there are no worm* present und the lllneee
9 88
the best remedy I have ever tried. It
Oonya,
la due to a deran«ed digestive system
88
20
Cast on the steel needles 120 stitches
Brlra,
stopped the cough immediately and re3 96
Ward
and knit a band 2 and 2 until 7 inches lieved all soreness."
Take none but
10 00
Penley
neck
fasten
to
Sew
and
deep.
together
14 64
A. Shurtleff <fc Co.; Orin
Judklna et al,
Foley's.—F.
so that the seam will come a little back
16 36
Donplau,.
Stevens, M. D., Oxford.
Will Cure It.
48 34
Ingatla,
of one shoulder. Roll over and the
1124
et a la.
Edwards
in use ottr half a century and
been
haa
It
Rich banker (to his secretary, who has
garment is complete.
62
11
Poland,...
It Is purely variable
baa never failed.
The pattern may be varied to suit the handed him a letter to sign)—I've told
10 84
remwlv for
Ruaeell..
and barmleaa. The best family
the
3 00
Cote
taste of the maker. Many are knit 1 you before that you shouldn't write at
children and adults for all troubles of
112
and bowels. I'rlee 35 «nts,
"ver
Moody
and 1, while others are "cable-twisted." the end of a letter, "Tours respectfully."
for Tape
112
treatment
Special
Sloan,..
at druggists.
This is done by taking half of the broad Thank heaven, I don't need to be re162
Hassell
Worms. Write for free pamphlet.
62
Hassell.
stripe on a spare needle, knitting the re- spectful to anybody!
112
Eichardeon,
Dr. J. F. TRUE A CO.. Auburn, M·.
first

with fine bread crumbs, beaten egg and
Pay. seasoned crumbs and oook, a few at a
*rice 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
time, in deep hot fat. Serve with Sauce
Tartare, made by flavoring half a cup of
"And are you a son of Mr. Binks?"
with one-fourth
Small Boy—"Well, what do you take Mayonnaise dressing
cup of mixed olive·, capers, onions,
ne for—his daughter?"
pickles and parsley all chopped fine.
W. J. Shively, Batesville, O., speaking
WINTER SQUASH.
>t Banner Salve, says: "I need it for
If the shell be soft peel the squash, retiles, and it has done me more good than
my salve I have ever used, and I have move the seeds and steam it or oook it
ried a great many kinds."—F. A. Shurt- in boiling water till tender. Drain dry,
eff A Co. ; Orin Stevens, M. D., Oxford. add seasoning and mash fine. One pint
of squash needs one tablespoon of but"Was
their marriage a success?" ter, a few grains of pepper, one-half a
"O, yes. Through it they both met teaspoon of sugar and salt to taste.
(there whom they really loved."
Squash may be baked in the shell, then
scraped out, mashed and seasoned as
ι

9

Peter Dyer,.
Albert wentworth,.
Thoe. Hanaon,
Jamea Murphy,
John MacHannua
John Conley,

tenerous trial sise costs but 10 cents,
60 cents.
Sold by druggists
■ow, Arabella?"
iverywhere or mailed by Ely Bros., δβ
\
hot
with
salt
and
cream
and
season
pep- Varren Street New York.
"Yes, Arthur, if it's a new one; if it's
hat same old one, I haven't time."
per, or serve whole eaten simply with
135 Mill Street, Lexington, Ky.
salt.
Messrs. Ely Bros.—After giving your
STOPS THE COUGH
( Jream Balm a trial I can truly say I feel
FBIED SCALLOPS.
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
much benefited by its use and shall
Wash, drain, dry thoroughly, cover { rery
tontinue to use it by purchasing from
Laxative
Tablets cure

"Can I confide to you my secret

Make well

new

1178

xrrniruBaxe.

J—t

Doan's Kidney Pills

-—

To-day take Foley's Honey and Tar.
[t positively prevents pneumonia, or
>ther serious results from colds. It may
>e too late to-morrow.—F. A. Shurtleff
fe Co.; Grin Stevens, M. D., Oxford.

For further particul*«-s call

_

...

No. 345.—A ProTerb: A bird In the
hand is worth two in the bush.
No. 340.—Autumn Scene: Cattle-show.
No. 347.—Metagram: 1. Rest. 2. Test.
3. Nest. 4. West. 3. Vest 6. Pest. 7.
Best.
No. 348.—Floral Enigma: Golden-rod.
Gold. old. good, red, nod.
No. 345).—A Dish of Pears: 1. Paradox.
2. Paradiw». 3. Paris. 4. Paraguay. 5
Parachute. 0. Parasol. 7. Parapet. 8
Parish. Θ. Paradigm. 10. Paramount.

per

94t
4 49
4 40

Bgaor.

la in for over 80 jeara, ka« bone the elrnafnrr ^
made niMlrr hi· prrIta Infancy.
todfrrit« you In fhi*.

All tired ont—
One· s day's work didn't nee him
«PM>Now he com home with an aching
feel·
back, aching head, ac'titi^ limbs,
lac tired, miserable, diacooraged.
If· the kid Dry·.
The hfhsche ia kidney ache, tired
b Maty
aa
Ther aie on* filtering the blood
add
they ahoold—are leaving the nric
» vatrtn—
aaa other potaom in the
The kidney· moat beatrenjpbenad
Well kidney· make a wtil man.

1499
9 It
IN

...

Key to the Pussier.
No. 340.—A Ladder: Left hand sideFellowships. Right hand side-—GeometSecond—
Rounds: First—Elope.
rical
La rum. Third—Wheat Fourth—Haiti.
Fifth—Parma.
No. 341.—Rhoniboid: Across—1. Valid.
2. Moral. 3. Pivot. 4. Sirup. 5. Debar.
Down—1. V. 2. Am. 3. Lop. 4. Iris. 5.
David. 6. Lore. 7. Tub. 8. Pa. 9. R.
No. 342.—Charade: Miss-tick, mystic.
No. 343.—A Diagonal: Noble. Cross8able.
Robin.
Tiber.
words—NabaL
Fibre.
No. 344.—Border of Words:

The New Werner Edition

HALF MOROCCO, $60.00 (formerly $94.50), $2.00 down
and $4.00 per month thereafter.
SHEEP, $75.00 (formerly $98.50), $3.00 down and $5.00 per
month thereafter*

m
4M
·80

Shaaghaeaay.
Iatox. ttqaor,
Stotw gooda*.

—

Why don't you get a looking glass?"
—Chicago Daily News.

Set of

month thereafter.

S

!___

Itqaor..
Hqaor

lato ζ.

elegant J

to Kind Toi Η»τβ Ahwyi Biflt, ud which has Mxa

...

Bright Reflection.
"A simple look Î9 all 1 crave,"
The poet wrote, and a bright lasa
Replied, "Sir, if that's the case,

Maine.

You Can Secure

that."

whom the em originated la pubUahed In acoordaaea with the pnrrlalona of Bee. 19 of Chap.
1U aad of Sec. 11 of Chap. 116 of the Berlaed
Statuteaof the State of Maine:

......................

Bad to Be DellTered.
"Do you know that I made the postofflce department deliver an unstamped letter for me just where directed?"
"How did you do it?"
"Addressed it to the dead letter office."
—New York Herald.

'true
"L F.w ATW00ÏFS BITTERS

Plaining, Sawing and Job Work.

lady to say."
"No la elegante? All soldiers

allowed at the Oct. adJ. term 1801

TRUE'S £ ELIXIR

Then forth upon the summer air
Her own clear accents roll
In strains more witching, all declare,
Than ever sang my wholb.

Chicago.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Varnish, Muralo. «Sc.,
Masury's Kailroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by

ΚΟΓΤΗ PARIS,

Body.

1. Find part of the head in crockery.
2. Find part of the face in a loose kind
of low shoe.
3. Fart of the face in part of a fasten-

chtMree (km ι>«ιΜ «lee he

WSA HBMm SUM.S

needles 1-2 inch in circumference.
This garment is knit from the back to
the front. Begin with steel needles,
knitting ve»*yfirmly. Cast on 88 stitches;
knit 2, purl 2, until the band is two
inches deep.
With rubber needles purl 2, knit 2,
purl 2, knit 5. Repeat pattern to sod of
the
row, purling the last two stitches on
steel needle together, in order to give
the required number of 61 stitches.
2d Row. Knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 5.
Repeat these two rows* times.
11th Row. Purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, inmakcrease 1 in centre of broad stripes,
ing β stitches in each broad stripe. Knit
pattern as before until the
23d Row. Knit pattern, 'ncreasing 1
in each broad stripe. Increase 1 in each

audited and

Bromo-Quinioe

So. SM.-Bekea<ueat

BAUER'S

CbMiQaâ's Greatest Entertainer
lost Fascinatini ot all Ton
VImw there

a

ENGLISH SWEATER.

Materials.—Three-quarters of a pound
of German knitting yarn; 1 pair of ïïo.
15 long steel neealee; 1 pair of rubber

COUHTT αν OXFORD.
Ootnrrr TniiDiof· Orne»,
Sooth Parte, Malae, Hot. 15,1901.

!tqaar1~.TT"~iriI~""

ίΦ Wall Papers
ς/

Popular Hot·!.

Week Stomach,

Covers

The rtauncb

LADIES'

For Β Moo s and Nervous Diiordin, nch u
Wind and Pain ia tbc Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiaesa, Fulness and Sweilia* after metis,
Dimness and Drowsiness, Cold Cfiills, Flush· I
ings of Heat, Loaa of Appetite, Shortaeaa of
Breath.Coativenesa, Blotches on the Skin, Dl»· {
turbed Sleep, Frightful Dre·mi,and ail Nervoua
and Trembling Sensations, etc. Theaa aiitnenta I
ail «rise from a disordered or abused conditio·

Organs,

Instruction

FILIPINO ΜΑΙΟ OAVE A BIT OF ADVICE.
The native inhabitants of oar Philippine Island poeeeetiona are rapidly ac
witnesses the
quiring the vernacular, aa
following conversation that recently occurred between an American lady and
her Tagalo seamstress In Manila:
"Senora, what means Snsan Jane?
"Why Rosina, that's a girl's name.
What did yon want to know fort"
"Well, soldier man "say to me this,
'How do, Soaan Jane Γ
"What did yon say to hlmf"
"Oh, I smile at him and say OotaelP."
"What! Why, Rosina, yon mosn't say
that. That's a dreadfnl thing lor a

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.

flew off.

and the head

Hammer* were divided into

two classes—lit, Maydole»sj 8d, all the reet.
Plasters an separated bv the same line
of cleavage; 1st, Benson'· Porous Plea ter ;
2d, all the net When, for rheumatic r*<nt
a oold, a ocrogh,
kidney trouble or any
other disease or ailment that may be treated
too
ask
for a plaster, any bon.
externally,
est, reputable druggist will give you a Benson'e. He fcnouwlt is incomparably the
best, and he assumes that yon know it too.
As the name of Maydols stood for
the name of Benson stands for plsstcre—
the "real thing. " All the medicinal potencies that an valuable in a plaster aie in
Benson's. Oapeioum, Strengthening and
Belladonna plaetere are out of date.
An army of physicians and
druggists, and

Bears the

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Tbe Kind You Have Always Bought

Signature
of

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
hu
For elxty yeare tbe KEW-YOBK WEEKLY
been a national weekly newauaper, read almost entirely by
Λ mem*"
the
of
ere, and has enjoyed tne confidence and support
people to a degree never attained by any similar publication.

TBJBt'SE:

'j}™"

A

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

The ùr»«
ely for 1
,„vti
IIM 1001.
Nov. 7th
number wo*
was ls»ue<i
in«uCu ..y,.
l>ecl*l
by
Is
covered
hvery
y 'Icpartmtnt of agricultural Industry
an,l H>e
leader» In their respective dm·»,
contributors
el-i>>.
up to
a
hljrh
rMER willIbe In every tense,
TBIRI

NEW

ί

riàie"il

wUh'Jiîi CDtSIl>rle,nfc JMnlcullura!
m0dC'
cultura?machlne ry?etcT

thelr'entertàiù^nent^'18Ρ°Γ

OLD

fa^âVi'k Ρ

ft?0

oneyearfor »

.^*D.llJr0our

1*3*

eubicripMone and money

to

ad<>rc·· to the

WHOLESALE

AND

^

It

with

for

ν oar

DKJIttcKAT,

THE OXFORD DEM·

•rat£nJ?a£. JOSLJ**
Wew-York City,
«Λbe mailed
«SÎ5 copy wUl
to yon.
■ample
·

tllu^trat^l

iPec,al l's&e*

5"e*r· but you can buy
Dew PePer, THE ΟΛΚΟ It I)

Cameras and Photo
Largest

βο''

(JaDehtere

utyKAT, South Parij, ile.

PAPER

paper, profusely
bull,i,»*i a,",

WEiV-TOBK
fret
a

and

Supplies I

BETAIL.

at
Stock and Lowest Prices in Oxford County

HILLS'

THE

JEWELER'S,

MAINE.
...
millions of the people, have written of
NORWAY,
Benson's Plasters as a remedy to be trusted.
leading
All the leading Cameras at discounts from list prices. All the
Benson's Plaetere have flfty-Ave hiohut
in town
makes of Dry Plates, Papers, Supplies, etc., etc. The only agent
Mferds. Aooept no substitute.
Aristo Co.'»" product··
For sale by all -druggists, or we win
pre· for the "Eastman Kodak Co.'s" and the "General
direct
pay postage on any number ordered in the The
in town where you can find such goods fresh and
place
only
United States, on reoeipt of 26o. each.
iirst-class
from the factories. We handle no cheap imitation papers—only
Seabury k Johnson. Mfg.
y.y
:
goods. The following are a few prices to our regular customers
and
ΛΛ A I I DO YOU WANT IT?
dozen
upwards.
Dry Plates, seven makes, 4x5, 35c

VvnLI

WE ARE

postal or telephone to
pou a supply promptly.
A

NEVER OUT.

us

will

\. W. WALKER &

•OVTH PAJUE, ME

bring

SON,

[oe, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, Ac.

You

Embossed Card Mounts, for 4x5 pictures, only 7c dozen.
Chemically pure "Hypo", 4c pound.
Her.vy Cardboard, in colors, 20x38, only 71
Silkdown, only 25c per package.
Higgina' Photo paste, 3 oz. 10c.
Printing frames, 4x5, 10c. Ferrotype plates, 10x14, only 7c.

can save

money by dealing with Hills·

Remember the pla*·

